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Abstract  

Background: Hypertension has been defined as a blood pressure level at which an otherwise 
healthy person would have an increased risk of cardiovascular disease that could be mitigated 
through blood pressure-lowering treatment. Worldwide, hypertension is the number one cause of 
death. The prevalence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease increases with age, and has 
been found to be higher in those of South Asian and African ancestry, and in Aboriginal 
populations. Not only is hypertension one of the most important risk factors for cardiovascular 
disease, it is also the number one modifiable risk factor for stroke. In Canada, an estimated 7 
million adults are living with diagnosed hypertension. 

Purpose: The purpose of this review is to summarize the evidence on screening for hypertension 
(detecting undiagnosed hypertension) in primary care. This review aims to determine the 
effectiveness of hypertension screening in primary care in reducing the risk of cardiovascular 
events and all-cause mortality. Determining the effectiveness of screening in reducing blood 
pressure (BP) is a subsidiary aim. The harms of hypertension screening – excluding harms 
caused by treatment – will also be reviewed.   

Data Sources: A search strategy was developed to identify the literature on screening for 
hypertension. The search was limited to English and French language literature published 
between 1996 and November 2010 (and subsequently updated to include literature published 
from 1985 to 1995 and November 2010 to September 14, 2011). Both searches were performed 
in three bibliographic databases: Medline, EMBASE and EBM Cochrane Controlled Trials. 
Separate search strategies were used to incorporate the distinct subject headings employed in 
Medline and Cochrane Controlled Trials (MESH) and in EMBASE (Emtree). 

Study Selection: Systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials, and observational studies 
with evidence for the clinical benefit or potential harms of screening were used to address key 
questions. Contextual questions were addressed with systematic reviews, randomized controlled 
trials, and observational studies. 

Data Abstraction: Title/abstract and full text screening, data abstraction and quality assessment 
were completed by two people. All disagreements were resolved through discussion with the 
synthesis team. The included studies were reviewed according to the criteria set out in the 
CTFPHC Procedure Manual. The strength of evidence was determined based on the GRADE 
system of rating quality of evidence using GRADEPro® software. The exceptions to this process 
were studies related to the contextual questions of costs, performance indicators, patient 
preferences, subpopulations, and grey literature, for which abstraction was done by one person 
and evidence was not rated using the GRADE system. 

Results: This review found no controlled studies of the effectiveness of screening for 
hypertension in primary care. It did find one cluster randomized trial assessing whether a 
community-based cardiovascular screening program that included hypertension screening is 
superior to usual screening practice and one modeling study that met inclusion criteria for studies 
on the benefits of hypertension screening. There were no studies that met the inclusion criteria 
for identifying the optimal frequency and/or timing of screening for identifying patients who 
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might benefit from treatment, nor for identifying specific criteria that should trigger an increase 
in the frequency of screening. No studies that met inclusion criteria were found to address the 
harms ranked ‘critical’ by the Hypertension Working Group. However, two papers (and one 
companion paper) of interest were identified regarding the consequences of informing patients of 
a new diagnosis of hypertension. 

Limitations: Only articles in English and French are included. For the contextual questions on 
special populations, access to screening, cost effectiveness, performance indicators, and patient 
values and preferences, the searches are limited to the past five years and results are not based on 
a full systematic review.  

Discussion:  The major question addressed in this review was whether there is direct evidence to 
support screening for hypertension in primary care practice.  Such evidence could arise from 
studies comparing current clinical practice with either less intense or more intense screening, yet 
a literature search returned only a single paper that met inclusion criteria for studies on the 
benefits of hypertension screening, although the program was not limited to just the detection of 
undiagnosed hypertension. This program provided more intense screening than what is provided 
in usual clinical practice and led to an increase in antihypertensive therapy and a decrease in 
cardiovascular morbidity in a target population aged 65 and older (RR 1.10, 1.02 to 1.20, p=0.02; 
RR 0.86, 0.73 to 1.01, p=0.06). Despite demonstrating strong evidence of benefit, these results 
can only indirectly address the major question in our review, which is focused on general 
population screening in primary care practice.  The base result of the single modeling study 
exercise included in the review was that annual screening for hypertension as a risk factor for 
chronic kidney disease would lead to a gain of 0.116 Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) 
(95% CI: -1.396 to 1.745) per patient screened. The major limitations of this study were the 
focus on chronic kidney disease and assumptions regarding hypertension management, leading to 
concerns over the detail to which hypertensive disease progression was modeled. Thus, while the 
model suggested that there may be substantial incremental QALYs gained per individual 
screened, the statistical uncertainty around the estimates was large. Of the papers of interest 
identified regarding the consequences of informing patients of a new diagnosis of hypertension, 
none compared two groups who were screened differently. Rather, they compared groups who 
were informed differently of their screening results. Moreover, only patients who screened 
positive for hypertension underwent testing. Both of these studies were considered only very 
weakly informative regarding potential harms of hypertension screening on a population basis.  

 
Conclusion:  In this review, there were no studies identified that specifically and directly 
assessed whether screening for hypertension in primary care practice reduces the risk of 
cardiovascular morbidity, cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause mortality and/or whether it 
leads to sustained reductions in blood pressure. As well, there were no studies identified that 
assessed whether measuring blood pressure at most clinical encounters in primary care achieved 
the desired cardiovascular morbidity or mortality outcomes or sustained reductions in blood 
pressure. However, in light of some evidence for benefit from a more intense (cardiovascular) 
screening program that included hypertension screening, and the overwhelming evidence that 
treating patients diagnosed with hypertension improves patient outcomes, there is indirect 
evidence to support screening for hypertension by measuring blood pressure in most primary 
care encounters rather than screening less frequently.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Purpose  

The purpose of this review is to summarize the evidence on the effectiveness of screening for 
hypertension in primary care. Worldwide, hypertension is the number one cause of death and is 
ranked number four in disability adjusted life years (DALY), a measure of disease burden based 
on the estimated rate of premature death, disability and infirmity caused by a given disease.1  A 
recent study found that in 2007/08 an estimated 6 million Canadian adults (23% of the 
population) were living with diagnosed hypertension. 2  Based on these findings, it is estimated 
that in 2011 these numbers would have reached 7 million Canadian adults living with 
hypertension. In addition to being one of the most important risk factors for heart disease, 
hypertension is also the number one modifiable risk factor for stroke.3 Over 90% of individuals 
aged 55 to 65 with normal blood pressure would be expected to develop high blood pressure over 
the remainder of their lifetime. Therefore, reviewing the evidence on the effectiveness of 
screening for hypertension in primary care was chosen as a high priority for the Canadian Task 
Force on Preventive Health Care (CTFPHC) in their topic prioritization process.3   

The CTFPHC has not reviewed this topic since 1994.4 Current clinical practice guidelines by 
the Canadian Hypertension Education Program (CHEP) recommend that all adults have blood 
pressure assessed at all appropriate clinical visits, although the frequency of such visits is not 
specified. In addition, CHEP guidelines state that all people with high normal blood pressure 
require annual assessment.5 However, CHEP cites no direct evidence regarding the benefits of 
hypertension screening, and their screening recommendations are implicitly grounded in the 
evidence of benefit from the treatment of diagnosed hypertension. 

This review aims to determine the effectiveness of hypertension screening in primary care in 
reducing the risk of cardiovascular events and all-cause mortality. Determining the effectiveness 
of screening in reducing blood pressure (BP) is a subsidiary aim. The harms of hypertension 
screening – excluding harms caused by treatment – will also be reviewed. The work done by 
CHEP to address the treatment aspects related to hypertension is recognized and acknowledged. 

In 2004, the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment 
of High Blood Pressure (JNC7) recommended yearly screening for hypertension in patients with 
baseline systolic blood pressure (SBP) 120 to 139mmHg or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) 80 to 
89mmHg. In patients with BP less than 120/80mmHg, they recommended screening every two 
years.6 The absence of similar in depth Canadian recommendations for the primary prevention of 
hypertension was a further motivation for the CTFPHC to select this topic for a new review in 
2010. 

 
 

Background 
 
Definition 

Hypertension is conceptually defined as the presence of a blood pressure at which an 
otherwise healthy person would have an increase in cardiovascular risk that could be mitigated 
through blood pressure-lowering treatment.7 Although mortality increases linearly with blood 
pressure, hypertension is defined in Canada by standardized auscultatory office SBP equal to or 
exceeding 140mmHg or DBP equal to or exceeding  90mmHg over a number of visits in persons 
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without target organ damage or comorbid conditions such as diabetes or kidney disease.8 The 
diagnosis may be made in fewer clinic visits in people with more prominently elevated blood 
pressure, with target organ damage, or with specific comorbidities. Classification criteria for 
hypertension using home and daytime ambulatory blood pressure measurements require SBP 
equal to or exceeding 135mmHg or DBP equal to or exceeding 85mmHg.8 The thresholds for 24-
hour ambulatory blood pressure measurements SBP equal to or exceeding 130mmHg or DBP 
equal to or exceeding 80mmHg.5 

 
Prevalence and burden of disease 
In 2007/08 an estimated 6 million Canadian adults (23% of the population) were living with 
diagnosed hypertension. 2  Based on these findings, it is estimated that in 2011 these numbers 
would have reached 7 million Canadian adults living with hypertension. The prevalence of 
hypertension is nearly identical between men (19.7%) and women (19.0%) and increases with 
age, from 2% of 20 to 39 year olds to 53% of 60 to 79 year olds.9  

 
Etiology 

The etiology of essential hypertension is thought to be multifactorial. Obesity, sedentary 
lifestyle, poor diet with excess intake of salt and alcohol are major contributors.10 Candidate 
genes have been identified in a number of genome-wide association studies.11,12 Hormonal 
factors contributing to the development of hypertension include increased activity of angiotensin 
II, mineralocorticoids and the sympathetic nervous system.13 Secondary causes of hypertension 
include drugs, renal and vascular disease, endocrine disorders and obstructive sleep apnea.14 
Hypertension is more common in people of African and South Asian ancestry and in those with a 
family history of hypertension.15,16 

 
Consequences of untreated hypertension 

Hypertension is the most important risk factor for cardiovascular disease, the consequences 
of which include death, stroke, and myocardial infarction. Hypertension is also an important risk 
factor for chronic kidney disease, left ventricular hypertrophy and congestive heart failure, and 
dementia.17-21 Severe and acute elevations in blood pressure may cause encephalopathy, 
retinopathy, acute decompensated congestive heart failure, aortic dissection, and acute kidney 
injury.22 Globally, hypertension accounts for 13% of all deaths, 51% of deaths from stroke, 45% 
of deaths from ischemic heart disease and 4% of disability-adjusted life years lost.1 

 
Rationale for screening 

A large body of evidence supports the effectiveness of blood pressure lowering therapy in 
preventing, reducing, or delaying the consequences of hypertension.23,24 Hypertension is usually 
asymptomatic until complications develop, and the Canadian Health Measures Survey showed 
that 17% of Canadians with hypertension are unaware of their condition.9 Therefore, 
hypertension screening could be a valuable strategy in preventive healthcare. However, the 
optimal methods, frequency and target population for screening are not well described and 
practitioners would benefit from having these clearly defined within an evidence-based 
guideline.  
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Screening strategies  
Hypertension screening is a tactic to detect hypertension in patients without a prior diagnosis 

of hypertension. The usual screening test for hypertension is simply the measurement of blood 
pressure. Traditionally, blood pressure has been measured by physicians and nurses in the office 
using a manual sphygmomanometer, although operators, settings, and devices are becoming 
more diverse. As blood pressure is considered to be a vital sign that should be routinely 
measured at most clinical encounters, hypertension screening is implicitly part of routine medical 
practice. This review will examine strategies that employ any practitioner (e.g., physician, nurse, 
pharmacist) or patient, using any device (e.g., mercury manometer, aneroid, automatic cuff, or 
24-hour blood pressure monitor), in any setting supervised by a primary care professional (e.g., 
home, office, pharmacy), with any frequency, to screen for hypertension.  

Because hypertension is traditionally defined by office blood pressure measurements, the 
performance characteristics of office blood pressure measurement as a screening test for 
hypertension cannot be determined unless a different test (e.g., 24-hour blood pressure) is 
adopted as the reference standard. Both ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and 
home blood pressure monitoring (HBPM) are superior risk prognosticators of mortality and 
cardiovascular morbidity when compared to office blood pressure.8,25-27 

 
Beyond screening - interventions and therapies 

Patients diagnosed with hypertension are recommended to have a global assessment of 
cardiovascular risk and to undergo laboratory investigation and electrocardiography as a screen 
for target organ damage, secondary causes of hypertension and associated vascular risk factors.5,8 
Lifestyle modification measures are broadly encouraged, including physical exercise, weight 
loss, and consumption of a healthy diet with restricted alcohol and salt intake.8 Antihypertensive 
drug therapy is recommended for patients with BP ≥160/100, for those with BP ≥140/90 with 
target organ damage or other vascular risk factors, and for those with BP ≥140/90 without target 
organ damage whose BP is not lowered with non-pharmacological approaches after four to five 
visits.5 First-line agents include thiazide-type diuretics, beta-blockers, angiotensin-converting 
enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs), long-acting calcium channel blockers (CCBs), and angiotensin II 
receptor blockers (ARBs).5 The agent(s) of choice and the target blood pressure depend on a 
number of patient characteristics.5 The goals of therapy are to prevent target organ damage and 
to improve survival. Therapy, however, is beyond the scope of this review which is limited to the 
evidence on the effectiveness of screening for, not treatment of, hypertension. 

 
Current clinical practice 

The 2012 Canadian Hypertension Education Program (CHEP) recommendations for the 
management of hypertension propose that the blood pressure of all adult patients should be 
assessed at all appropriate visits for the determination of cardiovascular risk and recommend 
annual follow up for people with high normal blood pressure (SBP 130-139 mmHg and/or DBP 
85-89 mmHg).5 This recommendation does not make a distinction between screening for 
undiagnosed hypertension and monitoring previously diagnosed hypertension patients, and does 
not identify a specific interval for standard hypertension screening. In practice, blood pressure is 
measured during most clinical encounters – whether explicitly for the purpose of hypertension 
screening or not. A recent cross section study that screened unselected Canadian adults found 
that 17% of patients with hypertension were unaware of their hypertension. The fact that 83% of 
the study population had already been informed of a diagnosis implies that screening is widely 
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performed.9 However, the most appropriate practitioner, device, setting and frequency for 
hypertension screening have not yet been determined. 
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Chapter 2: Methods 
 
Analytic Framework  
 

Analytic frameworks are used to describe the clinical concepts and logic underlying beliefs 
about how interventions may improve health outcomes. Figure 1 depicts the analytic framework 
for evaluating studies of screening for hypertension. This analytic framework draws heavily from 
the framework designed by the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, 
and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC7).6  In this analytic framework: 

• Straight arrows depict actions (such as the performance of a screening test) 
• Curved arrows depict adverse events (also considered to be actions) 
• Rectangles with square corners depict clinically relevant outcomes (such as decreased 

cardiovascular morbidity); and  
• Rectangles with rounded corners depict intermediate outcomes (such as lowered 

blood pressure)  
 
Figure 1. Hypertension Analytical Framework 
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Key Questions 
 
KQ1: Does screening for hypertension in primary care practice reduce the 
risk of cardiovascular morbidityi, cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause 
mortality? Does it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? 
 
KQ2: How can we most effectively screen for people in whom blood pressure 
reduction may be beneficial?  

KQ2a: Which method of blood pressure screening (ambulatory, office 
or home blood pressure measurements) is most effective for identifying 
patients who might benefit from treatment?ii 
KQ2b: What is the optimal frequency and timing of screening 
(including age of onset of screening) for identifying patients who might 
benefit from treatment? Are there specific criteria that should trigger 
an increase in the frequency of screening? 

 
KQ3: Excluding harms directly related to treatment of hypertension, what are 
the harms associated with screening to identify hypertension? 
 
Contextual Questions 
 

Contextual questions are not key questions associated with the analytic framework; however, 
they represent issues in a review for which the CTFPHC needs a valid, but not necessarily 
systematic, summary of current research. Results from the contextual question searches are only 
incorporated in a narrative summary and are not assessed with the GRADE28 system. The search 
strategy for contextual questions is outlined in the Literature Search and Review section. 
 
CQ1: Is there evidence that the burden of disease, the risk: benefit ratio of 
screening or the optimal screening method differ in the following subgroups: 
people of south-east Asian or African ancestry; Aboriginal populations; 
women with a history of hypertension during pregnancy? 
 
CQ2: Is there evidence that access to screening differs for the following 
subgroups: Aboriginal populations; rural and remote populations? 
 

                                                
i Cardiovascular morbidity includes stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral arterial disease, and retinal 
disease 
ii The recommendations will defer to CHEP for a description of the specific processes for taking blood pressure in 
office, home and ambulatory  
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CQ3: What are the resource implications and cost effectiveness of blood 
pressure screening in Canada? 
 
CQ4: What are patients’ values and preferences regarding blood pressure 
screening? 
 
CQ5: What process and outcome performance measures (indicators) are 
identified in the literature to measure and monitor the impact of screening for 
hypertension? 
 
CQ6: Is there any evidence that the utility of screening in the workplace, at a 
health fair or pharmacy differs from screening in the family physician’s 
office?  
 
 
Literature Search and Review 

In 1996 the evidence regarding screening for hypertension was reviewed by the U.S. 
Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF). At that time no studies were found that examined the 
direct effect of screening for elevated blood pressure on clinical outcomes (although many trials 
had shown a beneficial effect of treating patients who were enrolled on the basis of high blood 
pressures detected during screening examinations).29 For this reason 1996 was selected as the 
starting year for the search. A search strategy was developed to identify the literature on 
screening for hypertension. The search was limited to English and French language literature 
published between 1996 and November 2010 (see Appendix A for detailed search terms). The 
search was performed in three bibliographic databases: Medline, EMBASE and EBM Cochrane 
Controlled Trials. Separate search strategies were used to incorporate the distinct subject 
headings employed in Medline and Cochrane Controlled Trials (MESH) and in EMBASE 
(Emtree). 

To address the contextual questions, six additional expedited searches were conducted in 
Medline, EMBASE and EBM Cochrane Controlled Trials (Appendix B).These searches were 
limited to English and French language systematic reviews, meta-analyses, randomized control 
trials, observational studies and simulation modeling studies published between 2005 and 2011. 
Studies of patient preferences and values could be any study design, including qualitative 
studies. Opportunistic screening was also completed while reviewing the comprehensive 
literature searches for the key questions. A search of the grey literature was conducted to identify 
relevant Canadian data disseminated from high-quality governmental and nongovernmental 
organizations such as the Public Health Agency of Canada, the Canadian Institutes for Health 
Research, Statistics Canada and the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health. 
Grey literature was only incorporated into the review as contextual information and was not 
assessed with the GRADE system.  
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Study Selection 
Table 1 presents the inclusion/exclusion criteria established for all Key Questions. Table 2 

presents the detailed ranking by the Hypertension Working Group of the outcomes and harms 
associated with hypertension screening.  
Table 1. Study Selection Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

 Inclusion  Exclusion  
Population Adults - 18 years and older (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3) 

 
General population including subsets with higher 
than average risk of hypertension, vascular risk 
and average baseline blood pressure.  
Population groups at high risk include:  
Family history of hypertension 
Individuals of African ancestry 
Individuals with other vascular risk factors 
including dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, obesity 
(metabolic syndrome) 

Adults <18 years (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3) 
 
Patient high risk groups excluded: 
Individuals with established or documented 
cardiovascular disease 
 

Interventions Any program or process, in any setting supervised 
by a primary care professional, by which people 
with undiagnosed hypertension will be identified 
(KQ1,KQ2,KQ3) 

System level, or hypertension care 
management interventions that did not 
involve screening are excluded 
 
Procedures (and techniques) for measuring 
blood pressure are excluded (KQ2a). The 
CTFPHC recommendations will defer to 
CHEP for a description of the specific 
procedures (and techniques) for measuring 
blood pressure in office, home and 
ambulatory. 

Study Design Systematic reviews (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3)  
RCT/CCT (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3) 
Experimental designs and observational designs 
with comparison groups (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3) 
Modeling studies (KQ1) 

Single cohort before/after comparisons 
(KQ1, KQ2b, KQ3) 
Case series (KQ1, KQ2b, KQ3) 
Screening trials MUST have used the 
results in the care of the intervention 
participants and MUST NOT have used 
screening results in the care of the control 
participants 

Screening 
Instruments 

Any blood pressure measurement by any 
equipment in any setting supervised by a primary 
care professional (KQ1, KQ2, KQ3) 

No comparator 

Outcomes  Health outcomes: 
1. Cardiovascular morbidity (stroke, heart disease, 
renal disease, retinal disease, peripheral arterial 
disease); cardiovascular-related mortality and all-
cause mortality (KQ1, KQ2b) 
2. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure (KQ1) 
3. New diagnosis of hypertension (KQ2b) 
Harms:  
4. False positive or false negative diagnosis; 
psychosocial impact; economic costs (lost work 
time, insurance) (KQ3) 

 

Follow up 
time 

1 year or more (KQ1) 
No limit (KQ2, KQ3) 

Anything <1 year (KQ1 only) 

Language English and French language publications 
(KQ1,KQ2,KQ3) 

Not English or French language.  

Setting  Primary Care setting or setting supervised by a 
primary care professional (KQ1,KQ2b,KQ3) 

Setting not supervised by a primary care 
professional 
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The Hypertension Screening Working Group rated each of the potential outcomes and harms 
of screening using the GRADE Process.28 GRADE suggests a nine point scale (1 to 9) to judge 
the importance of the outcomes and harms. The upper end of the scale, rankings of 7 to 9, 
identifies outcomes of critical importance for clinical decision making. Rankings of 4 to 6 
represent outcomes that are important but not critical, whereas rankings of 1 to 3 are deemed to 
be of limited importance to decision making or to patients. The outcomes and harms associated 
with hypertension screening resulted in the rankings presented in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. CTFPHC Hypertension Screening - Ranking of Outcomes and Harms 

Outcomes  Median Ranking Importance 

Vascular disease 9.0 Critical 

Stroke 9.0 Critical 

Heart disease 8.0 Critical 

Renal disease 8.0 Critical 

Retinal disease 8.0 Critical 

Vascular mortality 8.0 Critical 

All-cause mortality 8.0 Critical 

Systolic and diastolic blood pressure 7.0 Critical 

Harms Median Ranking Importance 

False Positive diagnosis 7.0 Critical 

False Negative diagnosis 7.0 Critical 

Anxiety 4.0 Important 

Psychosocial impact 6.0 Important 

Economic costs (lost work, insurance) 6.0 Important 

 
 

External Review 
The research protocol and key questions were reviewed by two Evidence, Review, and 

Synthesis Centre (ERSC) project consultants and the Hypertension Working Group. The revised 
protocol was then sent to four external reviewers with expertise in review methodology and/or 
hypertension. Feedback on the protocol and key questions was received, revisions were made, 
and a draft of the revised protocol was approved by the Hypertension Working Group prior to 
beginning the review. 
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Quality Assessment, Data Abstraction and Analysis 
The titles and abstracts were reviewed in duplicate by members of the synthesis team. 

Articles marked for inclusion by either team member went on to full text rating. Full text 
inclusion, data abstraction and quality assessment were done by two people at all times. All 
disagreements were resolved through discussions with the synthesis team and inclusion results 
were reviewed by a third person.  Data were abstracted using a standard format by two people. 
Abstracted data included, when available, study design, participant selection process, exclusions, 
blinding, confounders, intervention and control group characteristics (e.g. size, gender, age, 
ethnicity, family history of hypertension, etc.), intervention details (e.g. description, duration, 
number of follow ups, loss to follow up, screening instrument, screener, setting of screening, 
etc.), reported outcomes and results. The exceptions to this process were studies related to the 
contextual questions of costs, performance indicators, patient preferences, subpopulations, and 
grey literature, for which abstraction was conducted by one person. 

The included studies were reviewed according to the criteria set out in the CTFPHC 
Procedure Manual. The strength of evidence was determined based on the GRADE system of 
rating quality of evidence using GRADEPro® software.28,30  The GRADE system classifies 
quality of evidence according to one of four levels: high, moderate, low and very low.  The final 
grade is based on the risk of bias due to limitations in design, inconsistency of findings, 
indirectness, imprecision and publication bias. Information to determine the quality of evidence 
was abstracted in duplicate from the primary methodology paper from each study.  Those 
abstracting the data were blind to each other’s ratings.  In cases of disagreement, final decisions 
were determined by consensus after consultation with a third reviewer.  All outcomes of interest 
for the Key Questions are presented separately in GRADE Evidence Profile KQ1 and GRADE 
Evidence Profile KQ3. The CTFPHC will defer to CHEP recommendations for specific 
procedures and techniques for measuring blood pressure. Therefore literature was not searched to 
address KQ2a nor is any data presented for this question. No literature was identified to address 
KQ2b and therefore no data for this question is presented. In addition to data required to 
complete the GRADE process, the McMaster Evidence Review and Synthesis Centre (MERSC) 
abstracted data about the patient population, the study design, analysis and results for each study 
(Table 3- Characteristics of Included Studies).  
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Chapter 3: Results 
 
Summary of the Literature Search and Screening Results 
 

The initial literature search for KQ1 - Does screening for hypertension in primary care 
practice reduce the risk of cardiovascular morbidity (including stroke, heart disease, peripheral 
arterial disease, renal disease, and retinal disease), cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause 
mortality? Does it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? - identified 9,654 citations. As 
outlined in the quorum diagram (Figure 2), a three level review of these citations was completed. 
At the first two levels, all titles/abstracts were each screened by two reviewers for possible 
inclusion or exclusion before retrieving full text versions of the publications for the third level 
screen. Citations were excluded for any of the following reasons: 

 
• The article was not in English or French 
• The article was not about humans 
• The research did not address screening for hypertension  
• The population was less than 18 years of age 
• The population was comprised of persons with established or documented cardiovascular 

disease 
• The article was a commentary/note, conference proceeding, letter, editorial, methods 

description, case series, literature review 
• The study did not compare screening versus not screening 
• The follow up was less than one year 

 
A total of 9,444 publications were excluded in the first two levels. At full text screening, 

another 209 publications were excluded. Reasons for exclusion following the full text review are 
identified in the quorum diagram (Figure 2). One member of the investigative team completed a 
quality control review of the abstracts for the 79 items excluded for having no comparator, 
requesting full text documents when there was any uncertainty. This did not result in any new 
items being added to the included list. The 29 studies that were excluded on the <1-year follow 
up criteria were also reviewed to determine whether any of these studies may be eligible for 
KQ2b or KQ3, both of which did not have a limit on the follow up period. None of these studies 
were eligible for inclusion for either of these questions. The full list of excluded publications for 
Key Question 1 can be viewed in Appendix C. 

Screeners identified five studies and two systematic reviews during the full text screening 
phase.31-37 Three of the included studies had conflicting ratings.31-33 All five studies were 
reviewed at a meeting with the clinical and method experts. Consensus was reached that four of 
the five studies did not have eligible control groups and they were excluded.31-34 
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Figure 2. Quorum Diagram Literature Search and Screen – Key Question 1 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This left one study35 included for KQ1. References of the included study were hand-searched 
to ensure that any studies that would potentially have met the eligibility requirements for KQ1 
had not been missed. This did not result in the addition of any further studies. The references of 
the two systematic reviews on screening for hypertension36,37 were also hand-searched to ensure 
all studies in the reviews had been picked up in the initial literature search and had been through 
the screening process. All of the studies had been through the screening process, but as neither of 
the systematic reviews found direct evidence on the benefits of screening, this did not result in 
the addition of any further studies to the results of screening for KQ1. 

 
 

Update of the Literature Search and Screen 
Given the paucity of research identified in the first screening for KQ1, a decision was made 

by the ERSC and the Hypertension Working Group to expand the search date parameters prior to 
starting the next screening for KQ2 and KQ3. The search was rerun on September 14, 2011 in 
the same databases, using the original search criteria, with the dates amended to pick up older 
research published between 1985 and 1996. Concurrently, the search was updated to include any 
research published from the date of the initial search in November 2010 up until September 14, 
2011.The result, once duplicates were removed, was the addition of 3,629 new citations to the 
original 9,654 citations previously screened for KQ1. A full screen was completed for all KQs 
on the 13,283 citations in the updated database. The inclusion of a second screening for KQ1 was 
to ensure that any relevant research evidence from the updates would be captured by the 
screeners. 
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As outlined in the quorum diagram (Figure 3), a three level review was utilized to screen 
these citations for all of the KQs. At the first two levels, the titles/abstracts of identified studies 
were screened for inclusion/exclusion by two reviewers. Citations were excluded for any of the 
following reasons: 

 
• The article was not in English or French 
• The article was not about humans 
• The research did not address screening for hypertension  
• The population was less than 18 years of age 
• The population was comprised of persons with established or documented cardiovascular 

disease 
• The article was a commentary/note, conference proceeding, letter, editorial, methods 

description, case series, literature review 
• There was not an eligible comparator /control group  
• The follow up was less than one year (KQ1 only) 

 
A total of 13,078 publications were excluded in the first two levels. A full text review was 

completed for each of the remaining 205 publications resulting in the exclusion of a further 201 
articles. Reasons for exclusion following the full text review are identified in the quorum 
diagram (Figure 3). When there was any disagreement between the screeners, abstracts and full 
text articles were discussed by the investigative team until consensus on inclusion or exclusion 
was reached. The full list of publications excluded at full-text screening can be viewed in 
Appendix D. 
 
Figure 3. Quorum Diagram Updated Literature Search and Screen – KQ1, KQ2a, KQ2b, KQ3 
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The result of full text screening is as follows: 

KQ1: Does screening for hypertension in primary care practice reduce the risk of 
cardiovascular morbidity (including stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral arterial 
disease, and retinal disease), cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause mortality and/or does 
it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? The second screening picked up the same 
article for KQ1 as the first screening (previously noted)35 plus one additional article38 that was 
subsequently excluded by the investigators for having a follow up period of less than one year. 
References were reviewed and no further papers were added. 

Six modeling studies that potentially address screening for hypertension were identified in 
the second screening32,33,39-42 with a seventh identified in the grey literature search.43 The seven 
identified studies were subject to a 5 step review process which concludes with any eligible 
studies being reviewed with respect to GRADE level of evidence.  Steps 1-3 relate to 
determination of studies meeting the eligibility criteria for inclusion and a review for level of 
limitations (minor potentially serious and serious).  At this stage, four studies were discarded due 
to perceived serious limitations (see Table 4).32,33,41,43 The fourth stage focused more on 
applicability to the specific context of this review which led to two further studies being 
discarded (see Table 5).40,42 One study39  therefore was considered further, with respect to the 
evaluation of effectiveness and cost effectiveness of hypertension screening. References were 
reviewed and no further papers were added. 
 
KQ 2a: Which method of blood pressure screening (ambulatory, office or home blood 
pressure measurements) is most effective for identifying patients who might benefit from 
treatment? The Canadian Hypertension Education Program (CHEP) is being deferred to for all 
guidelines pertaining to procedures (and techniques) for measuring blood pressure.   
 
KQ 2b: What are the optimal frequency and/or timing of screening (including age of onset) 
for identifying patients who might benefit from treatment, and are there specific criteria 
that should trigger an increase in the frequency of screening? After an investigative team 
discussion of five articles with conflicting ratings at level 3 screening, all potential articles for 
KQ2b were excluded. One article did not provide data for the comparison group44 and the other 
four articles did not compare two groups with different timing or frequency of screening.33,45-47 
References of these studies were reviewed and no further papers were added.   

 
KQ3: Excluding harms directly related to treatment of hypertension, what are the harms 
associated with screening to identify hypertension? Three articles met the inclusion criteria 
for KQ3.48-50  All articles were published by the same primary author. One of the articles was a 
companion piece reporting on the same data.50 References for all included studies were reviewed 
and no further papers were added. 

 
Systematic Reviews 
Two previous systematic reviews attempted to address the benefits and harms of screening for 
hypertension.36,37  However, neither review identified any studies evaluating the benefits and 
harms of screening protocols (either a comparison between screening protocols or of screening 
compared to no screening).  
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Discussion of Included Studies – Key Question 1  
There were no studies identified that specifically and directly assessed whether screening for 

hypertension in primary care practice reduces the risk of cardiovascular morbidity, 
cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause mortality and/or whether it leads to sustained reductions 
in blood pressure. As well, there were no studies identified that assessed whether measuring 
blood pressure at most clinical encounters in primary care achieved the desired cardiovascular 
morbidity or mortality outcomes or sustained reductions in blood pressure. 

The Cardiovascular Health Awareness Program (CHAP) was described as a community 
cluster randomized trial of a community-based health promotion and prevention program in 39 
Ontario municipalities with populations between 10,000 and 60,000.35 Twenty intervention 
communities received weekday 3-hour blood pressure and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk-
factor assessment sessions in local pharmacies over 10 weeks. The intervention was targeted at 
persons aged 65 years and older, although younger persons were allowed to participate. 
Participants’ blood pressure was measured by volunteer peer health educators using the 
BpTRU™ automated device. An on-call nurse was available to assess participants whose blood 
pressure exceeded 180/110mmHg. Other CVD risk factors were identified on questionnaires. 
Besides blood pressure measurement, no other physical examination or diagnostic testing was 
administered as part of the risk factor assessment. Participants were provided with risk-factor 
specific educational material, and summary CVD risk forms were sent to their physicians and 
pharmacists. At the end of the ten weeks, family physicians were sent reports rank-ordering their 
patients by systolic blood pressure and diagnostic/treatment status. Comparative feedback was 
sent to family physicians after six months. Nineteen control communities received no 
intervention. 

The primary outcome measure in CHAP was the change in the mean annual rate of hospital 
admissions for myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, or stroke among community-
dwelling residents aged 65 years and over, comparing the 1-year period prior to CHAP with the 
1-year period following implementation. End points were identified using administrative 
databases. Secondary outcomes included the number of residents admitted to hospital for the 
above causes, mortality during these admissions, all-cause mortality, and the new initiation of 
antihypertensive drug therapy. While the study design did not permit blinding of the residents or 
health care workers in the intervention communities, the names of the control communities were 
not publicized.  

In the intervention communities, 13,379 of 69,942 (19%) of persons aged 65 years or greater 
completed at least one cardiovascular assessment. The relative risk for the primary outcome 
measure was 0.91 in the intervention communities as compared with the controls (95% 
confidence interval (CI) 0.86 to 0.97, p=0.002). Risk reductions were seen for the mean annual 
rate of hospital admissions for myocardial infarction (RR 0.87, 0.79 to 0.97, p=0.008) and 
congestive heart failure (RR 0.90, 0.81 to 0.99, p=0.029) but not for stroke (RR 0.99, 0.88 to 
1.12, p=0.89). In analyses of the number of persons admitted for these diagnoses (rather than the 
total number of admissions), a significant reduction was seen in myocardial infarction (RR 0.89, 
0.79 to 0.99, p=0.03) but not significant for the primary outcome measure (RR 0.95, 0.89 to 1.02, 
p=0.13), congestive heart failure (RR 0.97, 0.87 to 1.08, p=0.59), or stroke (RR 1.01, 0.89 to 
1.15, p=0.87). Residents of the intervention communities were more likely to start 
antihypertensive therapy (RR 1.10, 1.02 to 1.20, p=0.02) and had a trend towards fewer in-
hospital cardiovascular deaths (RR 0.86, 0.73 to 1.01, p=0.06), although overall mortality was 
unchanged (RR 0.98, 0.92 to 1.03, p=0.38). 
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CHAP demonstrated that a community-based hypertension screening program (as part of a 
cardiovascular risk reduction program) led to an increase in antihypertensive therapy and a 
decrease in cardiovascular morbidity. Although participants completed a comprehensive 
cardiovascular risk profile form, the only screening or diagnostic intervention was blood pressure 
measurement with the BpTRU device. The frequency of screening in the control group was not 
defined, as the purpose of the study was to determine whether the community-based screening 
program would be superior to usual screening practice. (See Table 2: Characteristics of Included 
Studies - KQ1 for more study details). 

In a cost utility study, Howard and colleagues examined the cost effectiveness of alternative 
screening programs which may impact chronic kidney disease.39  Hypertension screening was 
identified as a potential key intervention.  The study assessed, from the Australian context, the 
cost effectiveness of screening through blood pressure measurement in general practice followed 
by intensive blood pressure control.  The target population was aged 50-69.  Screening 
participation was assumed to be 75% with sensitivity analysis using estimates of 25% and 100%.  

The modeling framework focused mostly on the development of chronic kidney disease and 
related problems but incorporated increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.  In 
this study, effectiveness was expressed as QALYs gained through screening, incorporating 
disutility associated with the diagnosis of hypertension and CVD events as well as related renal 
complications.  Effectiveness was based on the assumption that blood pressure measurement in 
primary care was 100% sensitivity and specificity.  Following the diagnosis of hypertension, it 
was assumed that patients would receive appropriate antihypertensive therapy which would 
reduce the probability of CVD morbidity, mortality and progression to end stage kidney disease. 
Thus, the model was a simplistic representation of hypertensive disease with health states 
relating to the hypertensive disease and incidence of cardiovascular disease, chronic kidney 
disease and death. The relative risk of CVD mortality, CVD events and progression to end stage 
kidney disease and estimates of the baseline transition probabilities were derived from published 
literature.  

The base result of the modeling exercise is that annual screening for hypertension as a risk 
factor for chronic kidney disease would lead to a gain of 0.116 QALYs (95% CI: -1.396 to 
1.745) per patient screened. 

 
Quality and Strength of Evidence – Key Question 1 
Meta-Analysis 

As the outcomes of interest differed between the two studies, a meta-analysis was not 
appropriate.  
 
Quality of Evidence 

As defined by the GRADE Working Group, the quality of evidence is the extent to which the 
confidence in an estimate of the effect is adequate to support a particular recommendation. 28  
According to the GRADE system for assessing quality, RCT evidence begins with a high rating 
and may be downgraded for limitations or concerns across five categories, risk of bias, 
inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, and other considerations.28  

There was no serious risk of bias or imprecision identified in the Kaczorowski RCT (see 
Evidence Set One: KQ1). With only the single study being GRADED, inconsistency could not 
be assessed. Publication bias was not evident. It was noted that although the study compared 
changes in CHAP vs. non-CHAP communities over time, this was an appropriate way to analyze 
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a cluster-randomized trial of this type as it is not probable that groups would be at equal risk of 
events prior to enrolment.  However, the study only included persons 65 years of age and older, 
and the intervention was not simply blood pressure screening but also the provision of 
cardiovascular risk assessment and education sessions.  As the study did not directly address the 
question of whether isolated hypertension screening improves cardiovascular outcomes in the 
general adult population the Kaczorowski paper was downgraded one level for indirectness in 
each of the five outcomes for which data based on individual hospital admission rates were 
provided - Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI); Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Stroke; 
Composite (AMI, CHF and Stroke); and All-cause Mortality (see Tables 6 and 7); and in each of 
the four outcomes for which data based on cumulative hospital admission rates were provided - 
Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI); Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Stroke; and Composite 
(AMI, CHF and Stroke) (see Tables 8 and 9). 

The modeling study by Howard et al (2010) incorporates a limited disease model. The model 
appears technically correct but does not involve a detailed modeling of the progression of 
cardiovascular disease. The major limitation of this study was the focus on chronic kidney 
disease leading to concerns over the detail to which hypertensive disease progression was 
modeled (see Evidence Set Two: Modified GRADE Evidence Profile and Summary of Modeling 
Study Findings).  Similar to the Kaczorowski paper the target population of the study was limited 
(in this case to persons between 50 and 69 years of age). Thus, while the model suggests that 
there may be substantial incremental QALYs gained per individual screened (though the 
statistical uncertainty around these estimates was large), given the limitations in this study, this 
evidence was graded “very low” quality. 

 
Discussion of Included Studies – Key Question 2  

There were no studies identified that met the inclusion criteria for Key Question 2: What are 
the optimal frequency and/or timing of screening (including age of onset) for identifying patients 
who might benefit from treatment, and are there specific criteria that should trigger an increase in 
the frequency of screening? 

 
Discussion of Included Studies – Key Question 3 

Although no data to address harms ranked ‘critical’ by the Hypertension Working Group 
(presented in Table 2) were identified, Rostrup and colleagues published two papers (and one 
companion paper) of interest regarding the consequences of informing patients of a new 
diagnosis of hypertension.48-50 (See Table 3: Characteristics of Included Studies for more study 
details). Study participants were 19-year old Norwegian men whose medical examination for the 
military draft revealed mean blood pressure above the 95th and 98th percentile for age 
(116mmHg). These men were randomized to receive either a letter informing them of the 
diagnosis of hypertension or a neutral letter. Both groups then underwent various physical, 
laboratory, and psychological tests (n=29 to 36 for different sub-studies). Men who had been 
informed of their high screening blood pressure had higher blood pressure on repeat 
measurements.49 Furthermore, they had greater increments in heart rate and plasma epinephrine 
after a cold pressor test49, greater adrenergic responses to a mental arithmetic challenge test.48 
None of these studies, however, compared two groups who were screened differently; rather, 
they compared groups who were informed differently of their screening results. Moreover, only 
patients who screened positive for hypertension underwent testing. Therefore, these studies are 
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only very weakly informative regarding potential harms of hypertension screening on a 
population basis.  
Quality and Strength of Evidence – Key Question 3 
Meta-Analysis 
As the outcomes of interest differed between the two trials, a meta-analysis was not appropriate.   

 
Quality Assessment 
The GRADE process was used to assess risk of bias for the two Rostrup RCTs addressing Key 
Question 3. This was then used with the summary of findings to assess the overall quality of the 
evidence (see Evidence Set Three: KQ3).28,30 Serious risk of bias or inconsistency were not 
identified. Very serious indirectness and serious imprecision were identified. The homogenous 
population of 19 year old Norwegian male military recruits in both of these studies are not 
representative of the general hypertension screening population and the study design did not 
actually compare screening with not screening (rather it simulated the effect of not screening by 
not disclosing screening results to half of the participants). For these two reasons both articles 
were downgraded to ‘very serious’ in the indirectness category.  As the total population size was 
less than 400 for both studies (a threshold rule-of-thumb value) and there was no effect, both 
articles were downgraded to ‘serious’ in the imprecision category. The resultant GRADE was 
Very Low for both of the Rostrup articles. As noted, these studies are only weakly informative 
regarding potential harms of hypertension screening on a population basis. 
 
Discussion of Results 

Three questions were addressed in this review. The first, and most important, was whether 
there is direct evidence to support screening for hypertension in primary care practice.  Such 
evidence could arise from studies comparing current clinical practice (i.e., measuring blood 
pressure in most encounters in primary care) with either less intense or more intense screening. A 
literature search returned only a single primary research paper that met the inclusion criteria for 
studies on the benefits of hypertension screening, although the intervention was not a program of 
hypertension screening in primary care. The paper showed clinically and statistically significant 
evidence of benefit from a community-based cardiovascular risk assessment and education 
program (incorporating hypertension screening) targeted at persons aged 65 years and older.  
This program provided more intense screening than what was currently recommended in clinical 
practice51and led to an increase in antihypertensive therapy and a decrease in cardiovascular 
morbidity. Despite demonstrating strong evidence of benefit, these results can only indirectly 
address the major question in our review, which is focused on general population screening in 
primary care practice. The single modeling study included in the review incorporated a limited 
disease model that was technically correct but did not involve a detailed modeling of the 
progression of cardiovascular disease. The major limitations of this study were the assumptions 
regarding the treatment of hypertension and the focus on chronic kidney disease, leading to 
concerns over the detail to which hypertensive disease progression was modeled.  Similar to the 
Kaczorowski paper the target population was limited (in this case to persons between 50 and 69 
years of age). Thus, while the model did suggest that there may be substantial incremental 
QALYs gained per individual screened, the statistical uncertainty around the estimates was large.  

The second question addressed in this review was whether there is direct evidence 
identifying the optimal frequency and/or timing of screening for identifying patients who might 
benefit from treatment and whether there are specific criteria that should trigger an increase in 
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the frequency of screening. The literature search did not identify any studies that met the 
inclusion criteria. This is consistent with findings of the 2003 USPSTF systematic review of the 
evidence on screening for high blood pressure that found no comparative studies examining the 
optimal frequency of screening based on a patient’s prior blood pressure levels or other 
cardiovascular risk factors.37 In the absence of comparative data the best evidence for the optimal 
frequency and timing of screening comes from cohort studies examining the age-specific 
incidence of hypertension in the general population and in persons with high-normal blood 
pressure.46,47  

The final question addressed in this review was, excluding harms directly related to treatment 
of hypertension, what are the harms associated with screening to identify hypertension? 
Although no data to address harms ranked ‘critical’ were identified, two papers (and one 
companion paper) of interest regarding the consequences of informing patients of a new 
diagnosis of hypertension were identified. As none of these studies compared two groups who 
were screened differently they were only very weakly informative regarding potential harms of 
hypertension screening on a population basis. Most of the studies on the adverse effects of 
screening for hypertension were conducted from the late 1970s and to the mid-1980s and focused 
on the effects of screening and the subsequent labeling of a person as ‘hypertensive’.52-62  
Although these studies would not have met our inclusion criteria, in many instances due to the 
focus on worksite screening programs, we note that the 2003 USPSTF systematic review of the 
evidence on screening for high blood pressure concluded that these studies provide fair quality 
evidence that screening and labeling adults with hypertension does not produce any adverse 
effect on psychological well-being, but show mixed effects on absenteeism rates for work.37 A 
follow up USPSTF review in 2007 did not find any new evidence on the harms of screening for 
high blood pressure.36  

The benefits of treating diagnosed hypertension were demonstrated many decades ago in 
randomized trials on patients with severe hypertension. More recently, large trials have 
demonstrated the benefits of treating early and mild hypertension.  A recent meta-analysis of 147 
RCTs demonstrated that lowering blood pressure by 10/5 mmHg (similar to the effect of one 
drug at standard dose) prevents 22% of coronary artery disease events and 41% of strokes.24  
Treating all levels of hypertension has become a common part of clinical practice in developed 
countries. As a result, checking a patient’s blood pressure during almost any health care 
encounter has become a part of common clinical practice. It is assumed that this practice would 
help identify undiagnosed hypertension (hypertension screening) and would identify patients 
with uncontrolled hypertension (hypertension monitoring). In Canada over the past two decades 
this appears to be so; there has been a major increase in awareness, treatment and control of 
hypertension. Incidence rates of undiagnosed hypertension decreased from 43.2% to 17.4% (p 
<0.001) between 1992 and 2009 and uncontrolled hypertension decreased from 86.8% in 1992 to 
35.4% in 2009 (p <0.001).63 

 
Conclusion 

In this review, there were no studies identified that specifically and directly assessed whether 
screening for hypertension in primary care practice reduces the risk of cardiovascular morbidity, 
cardiovascular mortality, and all-cause mortality and/or whether it leads to sustained reductions 
in blood pressure. As well, there were no studies identified that assessed whether measuring 
blood pressure at most clinical encounters in primary care achieved the desired cardiovascular 
morbidity or mortality outcomes or sustained reductions in blood pressure. However, in light of 
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some evidence for benefit from a more intense (cardiovascular) screening program that included 
hypertension screening, and the overwhelming evidence that treating patients diagnosed with 
hypertension improves patient outcomes, there is indirect evidence to support screening for 
hypertension by measuring blood pressure in most primary care encounters rather than screening 
less frequently.  
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Contextual Questions 
 
CQ1: Is there evidence that the burden of disease, the risk: benefit ratio of 
screening or the optimal screening method differ for people of South Asian 
ancestry; people of African ancestry; Aboriginal populations; or women with 
a history of hypertension during pregnancy?  
 
Burden of Disease 
 
People of South Asian Ancestry 

Globally, a disproportionately high incidence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease 
(CVD) has been identified in people of both South Asian and African ancestry.15,18,64-69  
Canadian research prior to the cut-off date of this contextual search, but still important to 
understanding current trends, demonstrated that Canadian migrant South Asians had rates of 
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality 2-5 times higher than those of European ancestry.70-72 For 
individuals of South Asian ancestry, hypertension is noted as being influential in the high 
prevalence of coronary artery disease and ischemic heart disease65,73 The proportional mortality 
from ischemic heart disease (reported as a proportion of all-cause mortality from 1979-1993) 
was higher in Canadian men and women of South Asian descent as compared to those of 
European descent (42% and 29%, and 29% and 19% respectively).72,73 More recently, an 
analysis of three cross-sectional cycles of the Canadian Community Health Survey (2000, 2003 
and 2005) serves to demonstrate that cardiovascular risk factors continue to vary by ethnic group 
in Canada.16  In this study, after adjustment for socio-demographic characteristics and chronic 
conditions, hypertension is identified as more prevalent in participants of Filipino or South Asian 
ethnicity (odds ratio [OR] 1.54, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.23-1.93) relative to white people.  
At the provincial level, the Ontario Survey on Prevalence and Control of Hypertension (ON-BP) 
examined the prevalence, treatment and control of hypertension among 2551 adults in Ontario.15 
Adjusting for the specific impact of age, sex and body mass index, hypertension was more 
prevalent in those of South Asian ancestry ([OR] 2.7, 95% [CI] 1.6-4.6, p=0.01) than in those 
identified as White.15  
 
People of African Ancestry 

Studies have been consistent in reporting that there is higher prevalence of hypertension in 
blacks than in whites and that this contributes to higher incidence of cardiovascular disease, and 
poorer cardiovascular and renal outcomes in blacks.69,74-77 Although much of the research is 
based on African American populations, the analysis of three cross-sectional cycles of the 
Canadian Community Health Survey (2000, 2003 and 2005) shows that cardiovascular risk 
factors vary dramatically for those Canadians of black ancestry as well.16  In this study, relative 
to white people, hypertension is identified as more prevalent in participants of  black ethnicity 
([OR] 1.69, 95% [CI] 1.43-2.00)16  At the provincial level, the Ontario Survey on Prevalence and 
Control of Hypertension (ON-BP) examined the prevalence, treatment and control of 
hypertension among 2551 adults in Ontario.15 Adjusting for the specific impact of age, sex and 
body mass index, hypertension was more prevalent in those black ancestry ([OR] 3.3., 95% [CI] 
1.7-6.4, p<0.001) than in those identified as white.15 Black females in the ON-BP study were 
also shown to be three times more likely than white females to have hypertension.15   
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Aboriginal Populations   

The First Nations Regional Health Summary Preliminary Report78 found that the prevalence 
of high blood pressure among First Nations adults in Canada is increasing with age, with current 
percentages of prevalence ranging from 3.8% for the 18 to 24 age group, 9.2% for the 25 to 39 
age group, 28.6% for the 40-54 age group, up to 48.7% for those 55 years and older. For those 
First Nations seniors (55+) with Type 2 diabetes, the percentage also reporting hypertension is 
just over 66%. Higher incidence of comorbidity of chronic diseases and conditions put First 
Nations populations at higher risk of hypertension, coronary heart disease and certain cancers, 
but may also increase the already high prevalence of diabetes among First Nations populations, 
and the health complications associated with this chronic disease.78,79  In a 2011 cohort study of 
obesity and the prevalence of obesity-related comorbidities among a study population of 
Manitoba First Nations (n=483), 75% of the participants were found to have at least one of the 
following conditions: obesity, dyslipidemia, hypertension or diabetes, with 22% of participants 
with undiagnosed hypertension.80 Those with undiagnosed hypertension were also more likely, 
(22% of men and 43% of women aged 18 to 29), to have two or more chronic conditions. A 
recent report profiling only Métis health status and healthcare utilization in Manitoba (2010) 
identified hypertension as a substantial problem affecting at least one in four Manitobans but 
showing the Métis prevalence of hypertension (in adults 19 years of age and over) is higher than 
that of all other Manitobans (27.9% vs. 24.8%).81 

Researchers collecting prevalence data on metabolic syndrome (MetS) for First Nations 
populations (residing in Ontario, Manitoba and Alberta) have concluded that high rates of 
obesity, pre-diabetes and metabolic syndrome, particularly for participants less than 18 years of 
age, should also be raising concerns about the future prevalence of cardiovascular disease and 
diabetes.82-85 This is consistent with a study profiling hypertension among the Nunavik Inuit, 
which found significant associations between hypertension and prehypertension and rising 
obesity even after adjusting for confounding variables.86 The overall prevalence of hypertension 
(≥140/90 mmHg or the use of medication) was 19% with no gender difference. An increase in 
odds of prehypertension (130–139/80–89 mmHg) was also observed as Body Mass Index 
increased (p for trend, p<0.0001). The proportion of hypertension under control (number of 
treated hypertensive individuals with BP <140/90 mmHg divided by the total number of 
hypertensives) was 17.0%; with the proportion of treated hypertensives under control in the 
study found to be 26.0%.  This study concludes that, with the growing health challenge of 
obesity-associated hypertension, screening, diagnosis and management of hypertension may be 
inadequate among the Nunavik Inuit.86  
 
Women with a History of Hypertension during Pregnancy  

Hypertension is the most common medical disorder in pregnancy and has been estimated 
to occur in 6% to 8% of all pregnancies.87 In Canada, hypertensive pregnancy disorders (HPDs) 
are the second leading cause of maternal mortality accounting for 16% of all obstetrical deaths.88 
Hypertensive pregnancy disorders were traditionally believed to have no long-term impact on 
mothers' health, however recent evidence has suggested otherwise.89-92 HPDs increase the 
mother’s risk of cardiovascular disease later in life93 and women with HPDs continue to be at 
greater risk for years after the affected pregnancies compared to normotensive mothers.89 A case-
control study conducted in the U.S. by Hedderson and Ferrara (2008) found women with 
hypertension during pregnancy were also twice as likely to develop gestational diabetes mellitus 
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(GDM) (OR 2.04 [95% CI 1.14-3.65]) compared with normotensive subjects.94  High normal 
blood pressure (odds ratio [OR] 1.56 [95% CI 1.16-2.10]) and hypertension prior to pregnancy 
(1.44 [0.95-2.19] for high normal blood pressure and 2.01 [1.01-3.99] for hypertension) both 
slightly increased the mothers risk of developing GDM.  

 
Risk: Benefit Ratio of Screening and Optimal Screening Methods 
 
People of South Asian Ancestry 

We did not identify any systematic reviews or primary research directly addressing the risk: 
benefit ratio of, or the optimal method of screening for high blood pressure in people of South 
Asian ancestry. However, the research linking public health initiatives tailored to specific 
ethnic/racial groups to improved understanding of hypertension, paired with the effects of patient 
engagement, suggests screening methods could be optimized by integrating lower health literacy 
considerations when promoting hypertension screening.66,67,73 For example, adapted English and 
translated pamphlets developed to accommodate lower health literacy skills in Calgary’s Indo-
Asian population were rated as improving users’ understanding of hypertension over the original 
English version.67,73  

 
People of African Ancestry 

We did not identify any systematic reviews or primary research directly addressing the risk: 
benefit ratio of, or the optimal method of screening for high blood pressure in people of African 
Ancestry. 

 
Aboriginal Populations   

We did not identify any systematic reviews or primary research directly addressing the risk: 
benefit ratio of, or the optimal method of screening for high blood pressure in Aboriginal 
populations in Canada. The authors of one Canadian study in the area of diabetes screening did 
conclude that among Aboriginal groups, who may otherwise not seek conventional health care, 
opportunistic screening may be particularly advantageous.95  
 
Women with a History of Hypertension during Pregnancy 

We did not identify any systematic reviews or primary research directly addressing the risk: 
benefit ratio of screening for high blood pressure in women with a history of hypertension during 
pregnancy. For women with a history of hypertension during pregnancy, Poon et al. (2011) do 
report effective screening for early and late preeclampsia (PE) and gestational hypertension (GH) 
by combining blood pressure and the maternal factor-derived a priori risk within the first-
trimester. The authors performed a case-control screening study for hypertensive disorders in 
8366 singleton pregnancies at gestation of 11–13 weeks (including 205 that developed PE or 
GH). To derive the patient specific risk for early PE, late PE and GH multiple regression analysis 
was used by combining the disease-specific maternal factor-derived risk with measurements of 
the mean arterial pressure (MAP) and the uterine artery pulsatility index (PI) recorded from the 
artery with the lowest PI (L-PI)8. The estimated detection rates of early PE, late PE and GH were 
89, 57 and 50%, respectively, at a 10% false-positive rate and 78, 42 and 36%, respectively, at a 
5% false-positive rate. In this study, increased blood pressure recorded at mothers’ first hospital 
visit (11-13 weeks) screenings predicted PE and GH in later pregnancy.96  In terms of optimal 
screening and preferences, Ross-McGill et al, in a pilot RCT found home-blood pressure 
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measurements to be an acceptable form of screening during pregnancy using a reduced visit 
schedule. Women preferred a reduced visit schedule (34, 38, 41 weeks) compared to the standard 
9 visits (30, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 weeks) and yielded more blood pressure measurements 
(9 vs. 7, p<0.001). There was no significant difference in the detection of abnormalities and 
anxiety levels between the two groups.  
 
CQ2: Is there evidence that access to screening differs for rural and remote 
populations and for Aboriginal populations? 
 
Rural and Remote Populations 

The 2008 Canadian Community Health Survey indicates that rural Canadian residents have 
been more likely than urban Canadians to have high blood pressure, with 19.1% of rural dwellers 
having been diagnosed with high blood pressure, compared with 15.8% of those in urban areas.97 
However, we did not find systematic review or other evidence that access to screening differs for 
rural and remote populations in Canada in our literature search.  The literature that addressed the 
concept of ‘access’ was mainly focused on ‘access’ related to regional variations in treatment 
and pharmacologic management of diagnosed hypertension.97,98   When ‘access’ is identified as a 
potential reason for variations in treatment and management, it is as an issue of access to a 
family doctor in general. For example, Mohan et al (2010), utilizing data from the 2005 
Canadian Community Health Survey, report that 37% of aware adult hypertensives not receiving 
antihypertensive treatment have also reported not having access to a family doctor (OR 2.14; CI 
95% [1.84-2.50]).98 Although these authors provide a further breakdown of the data by region 
(mostly provinces), rural and remote areas and/or populations within these regions are not 
specifically defined.  In underserved populations, it has also been suggested that inadequate 
surveillance and treatment allows hypertension to persist until actual cardiovascular events 
occur.99  In those rural and/or remote areas where access to family physicians and health care 
services in general can be problematic, at present given the lack of dedicated research, it can only 
be inferred that access to screening would also be inadequate.  
 
Aboriginal Populations 

For First Nations adults, perceived level of health care access in general (when compared to 
the general Canadian population), is correlated to their level of geographic remoteness. Over 
64% of those who reside in special access areas perceive less access to health care. This 
percentage decreases as geographic location moves from remote (39.6%) to rural (36.7%) to 
urban (32.7%). Barriers to health care access related to geography and availability of health 
services can range from no health facilities or services available in one’s area, to doctors or 
nurses being unavailable.78 A Statistical Profile on the Health of First Nations in Canada: 
Determinants of Health 1990 to 2003 identified transportation barriers, economic barriers and 
cultural appropriateness of services as barriers to accessibility of screening programs for First 
Nations populations.79 The screening services reported on in this document are mammograms 
and pap smears, but likely similar issues need consideration for hypertension screening. 

When reporting on the proportion of First Nations adults having received selected health 
screening tests within the past 12 months, 66.6% of women and 57% of men responded that they 
had received a blood pressure test. Whether this test was a component of a complete physical 
exam (also reported on in the same data table), an example of opportunistic screening, or a 
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singular dedicated screening test for hypertension without other primary care intervention is not 
differentiated in this report.78  

 
CQ3: What are the resource implications and cost-effectiveness of blood 
pressure screening in Canada?  
 
Summary 

We did not identify any systematic reviews of studies on the cost-effectiveness of blood 
pressure screening per se. One systematic review on the cost of cardiovascular disease was 
identified which included nine studies focused directly on the costs of hypertension, but none of 
those nine studies addressed the cost of blood pressure screening.100 Costs to individuals were 
not identified in the literature review. Most cost effectiveness studies for hypertension are 
focused on the cost effectiveness of treatment, specifically on differences in the cost of selected 
drugs (rather than differences in effectiveness of drugs).101 Six studies were identified in the 
literature screen and one in the grey literature search that were based on various modeling 
approaches but none of these studies addressed the resource implications and cost-effectiveness 
of blood pressure screening in Canada.32,33,39-43 Based on the current evaluative framework only 
one study39 was considered of high enough quality and relevance to contribute to the discussion 
on cost effectiveness. This study (Howard et al) is previously discussed.  
 
CQ4: What are patients’ values and preferences regarding blood pressure 
screening? 
 
Summary 

No systematic review or direct research evidence was found that addressed patients’ values 
and/or preferences regarding blood pressure screening. The research found in our literature 
search for this question focused mainly on populations already diagnosed with hypertension. For 
example, patient values and/or preferences when identified were related to the location of blood 
pressure monitoring or type of monitoring device;102,103 to hypertension treatment and/or 
adherence;104-107 and individual health beliefs, perceptions and behaviours regarding 
treatment.108-111 

 
CQ5: What process and outcome performance measures (indicators) have 
been identified in the literature to measure and monitor the impact of 
screening for hypertension? 
 
Summary 

There is little dedicated research data on performance measures for hypertension screening. 
The majority of indicators identified in the literature are related to quality of hypertension 
treatment and management rather than to screening. The identification of domains and measures 
useful for hypertension screening may be built upon those utilized for other screening programs, 
such as diabetes and cervical cancer. A separate document has been circulated for Working 
Group consideration utilizing these domains and measures as guidelines.  
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CQ6: Is there any evidence that the utility of screening in the workplace, at a 
health fair or pharmacy differs from screening in the family physicians office? 
 
Summary  

A total of 19 articles were identified. Three of the studies compared pharmacy screening with 
screening in other settings.112-114  The remaining 16 articles did not make comparisons between 
screening locations. Of these 16 articles, there were 7 single studies that evaluated screening 
programs in pharmacies.115-121 Five single studies assessed screening programs in various 
community-based settings.122-126 One study was found that evaluated screening in the 
workplace127 and 3 examined screening in other healthcare settings (i.e., dental practices and 
blood donor centres).128-130  

Sabater-Hernandez et al. conducted a systematic review of studies that 1) measured the 
agreement between blood pressure measurements taken in community pharmacies over the 
course of multiple visits, or 2) measured the concordance between community pharmacy blood 
pressure reading methods and alternative measurement methods applied in clinical practices.113 
They found 3 studies that compared community pharmacy blood pressure measurement methods 
with alternative methods. One of these studies compared blood pressure measured by 
pharmacists with blood pressure measured by a nurse. Clinical agreement between the two 
measurements was not acceptable. Furthermore, it was impossible to conclude which blood 
pressure measurement was the most accurate as there was no reference method used to determine 
the participants’ actual blood pressure. Another study compared community pharmacy blood 
pressure (CPBP) with four other methods: home blood pressure monitoring (HBPM), ambulatory 
blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and blood pressure taken by a nurse in a physician’s office. 
Agreement was measured between the various methods using the Pearson correlation coefficient. 
Based on a high correlation between CPBP and HBPM, the authors determined that CPBP 
captures participants’ real blood pressure. Overall, there was a paucity of studies found that 
measured the agreement between blood pressure measurement methods used in community 
pharmacies and other methods. The few studies that were found were deemed to be 
incomparable due to the fact that they all used different objectives and results. Significant biases 
and limitations were present in all of the studies and as a result, the authors suggested that further 
research of a higher calibre is required.  

A study by Snella, et al., evaluated a screening program to identify cases of diabetes, 
hypertension, and dyslipidemia in at-risk populations.114 Screening was conducted in 26 
pharmacies and 4 non-healthcare facilities (large shopping facilities). Participants (n=888) were 
screened for plasma glucose, total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol and blood 
pressure. A risk assessment was also conducted using the ADA (American Diabetes Association) 
risk factor assessment tool. Pharmacists were responsible for the screening in both settings. Of 
the 888 screened, there were 794 individuals that received additional screening due to a risk 
factor tool score of at least 10. A total of 437 participants were referred for follow-up due 
elevated blood pressure, of which 9 were diagnosed with hypertension. Physician follow-up rates 
were higher in community pharmacy screenings than in non-healthcare settings. There were no 
statistical differences found between groups in reasons for not following through with physician 
appointments. There were no statistical differences calculated between the two screening groups 
in relation to incidence of new diagnoses.  

Sookaneknun, et al., conducted an economic analysis of a hypertension screening program 
jointly administered by community pharmacies and a government primary care unit.112 Model 1 
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consisted of screening in pharmacies, while Model 2 involved screening in the community. 
There were 25.5% of participants in Model 1 and 13.8% of participants in Model 2 who had 
blood pressure readings of at least 140/90mmHg. Of the participants (n=51) screened in the 
pharmacy, there was one confirmed diagnosis of hypertension. Of the participants (n=405) 
screened in the community, one was diagnosed with hypertension. Pharmacy screenings 
produced higher success rates for referrals to family physicians than the community-based 
screenings.  

We also refer the reader to review the results for KQ1. The purpose of the CHAP study was 
to determine whether the community-based screening program would be superior to usual 
screening practice. The study demonstrated that a community-based hypertension screening 
program led to an increase in antihypertensive therapy and a decrease in cardiovascular 
morbidity.35  
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies 
Study KQ1 Kaczorowski et al, 2011, Canada 
Objective “To evaluate the effectiveness of the community based Cardiovascular Health Awareness 

Program (CHAP) on morbidity from cardiovascular disease.” (Kaczorowski, 2011) 
Methods Design: 2 Arm Cluster RCT 

 
Selection: Community dwelling residents ≥65 years old 
 
Exclusions: 2 communities were excluded for having “pilot-tested” the interventions 
 
Blinding: Participants were informed that CHAP was being evaluated but the evaluation focus 
(community randomized trial) was not publicized 
 
Confounders: NR 

Participants Sample: All 39 Ontario communities with a population between 10,000-60,000 were included  
 
39 Communities: 
NI = 20 
NC = 19 
 
Intervention:  
Subjects: 
NI = 13,379 
NC = 3,830 
 
Characteristics: 
 
Mean Age: 
I: 74.82 
C: 74.49 
 
Female:  
I: 57.08% 
C: 57.35% 
 
Ethnicity: NR 
 
Family Hx of HTN: NR 
 
Loss to follow-up: NR  

Intervention CHAP intervention: Over a 10 week period, 3 hour weekday blood pressure and cardiovascular 
risk assessment and educational sessions were available.  Results were shared with patient 
and those at high risk were given immediate follow up, reports sent to patients’ physicians. 
 
Study Duration: 12 months 
 
Received results 1 year after initial screening 
 
Follow-up: 1 year through database assessment 

Measurement 
(screening) tool 

Screening Instrument: BpTRU, VS.M Medtech, 2004 
 
Screener: Trained volunteer peer health educators  
 
Screening Setting: Community based pharmacies 
 
Other rating: NR 
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies (cont’d) 
Study KQ1 Kaczorowski et al, 2011, Canada 
Outcomes Main Outcome: The relative change in the mean annual rate of hospital admissions with a 

“most responsible” (primary) discharge diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction, congestive 
heart failure, or stroke (composite end point) among community-dwelling residents aged 65 
years and over in the year before compared with the year following implementation of CHAP.  
 
Secondary Outcome: Mortality during the above hospital admissions 
 
Secondary Outcome: All-cause mortality  
 
Secondary Outcome: Newly prescribed antihypertensive drug treatment  
 
Results: 
None of the differences between the intervention and control communities at baseline reached 
statistical significance at the conventional level. 
 
After adjustment for hospital admission rates the year before intervention, CHAP was 
associated with a 9% relative reduction in the composite end point (rate ratio 0.91, 95% CI, 
0.86 to 0.97; p=0.002) or 3.02 fewer annual hospital admissions for cardiovascular disease per 
1,000 people aged 65 and over.  
 
Statistically significant reductions favouring the intervention communities were seen in hospital 
admissions for acute myocardial infarction (rate ratio 0.87, 0.79 to 0.97; p=0.008) and 
congestive heart failure (0.90, 0.81 to 0.99; p=0.029) but not for stroke (0.99, 0.88 to 1.12; 
p=0.89). 
 
Analysis of secondary outcomes showed a statistically significant difference favouring the 
CHAP intervention in newly prescribed antihypertensive drug treatment (rate ratio 1.10, 1.02 to 
1.20; p=0.020), a trend towards lower in hospital cardiovascular mortality (0.86, 0.73 to 1.01; 
p=0.06), and no difference in terms of all-cause mortality (0.98, 0.92 to 1.03; p=0.38) 

Comments The specific components of CHAP active in the observed outcomes cannot be detected with 
the evaluation. 
 
CHAP was demonstrated to be ‘feasible and effective’ in mid-sized Ontario communities, these 
results may not apply to communities that organize healthcare delivery differently. 
 
Standard municipal boundaries were used to define the study population; the effect of the 
intervention could have been underestimated if CHAP participants resided out of the 
boundaries. 

Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1990, Norway 
Objective To examine the effects of awareness of hypertension on blood pressure and sympathetic 

responses to the cold pressure test.  (Rostrup, 1990) 
Methods Design: RCT 

 
Selection: Within the city of Oslo, 19-year old male draftees with a mean blood pressure above 
the 98th percentile(>116mmHg) during a standardized blood pressure measurement were 
selected for inclusion.   
 
Subjects included had no history of hypertension, normal physical examination and normal 
results of ECG, routine blood test and urinalysis. Subjects randomized into two groups 
matched by height and weight. 
  
Exclusions: NR 
 
Blinding: Physicians and subjects were blind to the initial blood pressure reading and 
subsequent readings.  Technician was unaware of participants’ group status. 
 
Confounders: NR 
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies (cont’d) 
Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1990, Norway 
Participants Sample: N = 3,861 

 
Intervention:  
NI = 16 
NC = 13 
 
Characteristics: 
 
19 years old 
 
Military draft participants 
 
Female: 0% 
 
Ethnicity: White 
 
Family Hx of HTN: Subjects had no history of Hypertension 
 
Loss to follow up: 16 of 16 intervention completed protocol.  13 of 16 control subjects 
completed protocol; no reasons for attrition were given. 
 
Other relevant information such as years of recruitment: Recruitment, 1987 

Intervention NI: Screening + informed of high blood pressure via letter + follow up measurements 
 
NC: Screening + neutral letter + follow up measurements 
 
Study Duration:12 months 
 
Follow-up: Examined 2 weeks after receiving letter 
 
Received results 1 year after initial screening  

Measurement 
(screening) tool 

Screening Instrument: Automated sphygmomanometer (Boso Digital II S) 
 
Screener: Physician 
 
Screening Setting: Military Draft Examination 
 
Other Rating: NR 
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies (cont’d) 
Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1990, Norway 
Outcomes Main Outcome: Change in blood pressure and heart rate before, during and following CPT 

 
Secondary Outcome: Change in response in heart rate, or plasma catecholamines before, 
during and following CPT 
 
Results: 
Significant reduction in SBP in uninformed (p<0.001) and informed (p<0.02) after 15min sitting 
compared to after 5min sitting one year earlier. A significant decrease in the DBP was 
observed in the uniformed group only (p<0.001) 
The decrease in BP was greater in the uninformed then the informed (22.1/12.1±4.2/3.3 v 
9.9/6.0±3.8/3.0mmHg, p<0.05/P=0.05). 
 
The informed group had a significantly higher systolic (p<0.01) and diastolic (p<0.05) after 
15min sitting when measured using a random zero sphygmomanometer, systolic was still 
higher (p<0.01) when using an auscultatory automatic device. 
 
Mean blood pressure after 30min in supine position was significantly higher in the informed 
group (90.3±1.8mmHg v 86.0±0.9mmHg, p<0.05) with an overall consideration (ANOVA) 
showing significantly higher mean blood pressure of the informed group throughout the 30min 
period (p<0.05).  
 
The proportion of subjects with high BP (SBP>140, DBP>90) after 15min sitting was 
significantly higher in the informed group using the sphygmomanometer (p<0.005) and 
automatic auscultatory device(p<0.01) Overall mean BP was higher in the informed group 
during recovery (p<0.05)  
 
Result on heart rate and plasma catecholamines were also available 

Comments Study limitations identified by the study or review authors: Participants were not diagnosed as 
hypertensive, to establish a diagnosis additional blood pressure examinations would have been 
necessary.  Participants were expected to qualify as borderline hypertensive.  The blood 
pressure & sympathetic responses could be non-generalizable to hypertensive individuals. 
 

Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1991, Norway 
Objective To examine the effects of awareness of high blood pressure on participants whose pressures 

were next to normal. (Rostrup, 1991) 
Methods Design: RCT  

 
Selection: Within the city of Oslo, 19-year old male draftees with a mean blood pressure at the 
95th percentile (110mmHg) during a standardized blood pressure measurement provided 46 
subjects, 36 of whom were selected for inclusion who could be matched in 2 equal groups.   
 
Included subjects had history of hypertension, a normal physical examination and normal 
results of ECG, routine blood test and urinalysis. Subjects were randomized into two groups 
matched by height and weight. 
 
Exclusions: Subjects were excluded due to syncope during the arterial cannulation. They were 
also excluded if the arterial cannulation was initially unsuccessful. 
 
Blinding: Physicians and subjects were blind to the initial blood pressure reading and 
subsequent readings.  Physicians were blind to the subjects’ assignment. 
 
Confounders: NR 
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies (cont’d) 
Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1991, Norway 
Participants Sample: N = 4,123 

 
Intervention:  
NI = 13 
NC = 13 
 
Characteristics:  
 
19 years old  
 
Military draft participants 
 
Female: 0% 
 
Ethnicity: White 
 
Family Hx of HTN: Subjects had no history of Hypertension 
 
Loss to follow-up:  All subjects participated in the follow-up blood pressure measurement. For 
the invasive portion of the follow up 2 subjects refused to participate. The syncope during 
arterial cannulation excluded 2 subjects and technical reasons were cited to exclude an 
additional 6 subjects. 
 
Other relevant information such as years of recruitment: Recruitment, 1987 

Intervention NI: Screening + informed of high blood pressure via letter + follow up measurements and 
mental challenge 
 
NC: Screening + neutral letter + follow up measurements and mental challenge 
 
Study Duration: 12 months 
 
Follow-up: Examined 2 weeks after receiving letter 
 
Received results 1 year after initial screening. 

Measurement 
(screening) tool 

Screening Instrument: Mercury sphygmomanometer 
 
Screener: Physician 
 
Screening Setting: Military Draft Examination 
 
Other Rating: NR 
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Table 3. Characteristics of Included Studies (cont’d) 
Study KQ3 Rostrup et al, 1991, Norway 
Outcomes Main Outcome: Change in physiological response to stress due to labeling 

 
Secondary Outcome: Change in intra-arterial blood pressure throughout 30min monitoring 
(includes CPT and MST) 
 
Secondary Outcome: Difference in platelet/ plasmacatecholamines throughout 30min 
monitoring 
 
Secondary Outcome: Changes in heart rate throughout 30min monitoring  
 
Results: 
There were exaggerated adrenaline (p<0.05) and diastolic blood pressure (p<0.05) responses 
to mental stress in the informed group. 
 
Both systolic (p<0.05) and diastolic (p<0.05) blood pressure increased in the informed group 
when the CPT was explained. Diastolic blood pressure increased significantly more (p<0.05) in 
the informed group during the MST. 
 
At start of the 30min resting period, plasma noradrenaline was significantly higher in the 
informed group (p<0.05). Plasma adrenaline increased in the informed group during the resting 
period (p<0.05). There was no change in the uninformed group. 
 
Heart rate was significantly higher in the informed group after 15min sitting (p<0.05), but there 
was no significant difference after 30min supine rest. 

Comments Study limitations identified by the study or review authors: Some responses to the mental 
challenge is likely attributable to test excitement rather than the test itself. The influence of test 
excitement was avoided on resting period evaluations by delaying the announcement of the 
tests to the participants. 

Abbreviations: C = control; CPT = cold pressor test; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; Hx = history;  
I = intervention; MST = mental stress test; NR = not reported; RCT = randomized controlled trial,  
SBP = systolic blood pressure 
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MERSC Hypertension Detailed Search Strategies 
 
OVID-Medline 
April 27 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
12. 10 or 11 
13. animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 
14. 12 not 13 
15. limit 14 to (english or french) 
16. limit 15 to yr="1985 -Current" 
 
OVID-Embase 
April 27 2011  
1. mass screening/ 
2. screen*.mp. 
3. diagnos*.ti. 
4. or/1-3 
5. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
6. exp *hypertension/ 
7. hypertens*.ti. 
8. high blood pressure.mp. 
9. 6 or 7 or 8 
10. 4 and 9 
11. 5 or 10 
12. limit 11 to yr="1985 -Current" 
13. limit 12 to (english or french) 
14. limit 13 to human 
15. limit 14 to (book or editorial or letter or note) 
16. 14 not 15 
 
OVID-Cochrane Central 
April 27 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
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4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
12. 10 or 11 
13. limit 12 to yr="1985 -Current" 
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Contextual Question Search Strategies
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Context Question 1 
OVID-Medline and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 
May 13 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
12. *blood pressure determination/ or *blood pressure monitoring, ambulatory/ 
13. or/10-12 
14. 10 or 13 
15. animals/ not humans/ 
16. 14 not 15 
17. limit 16 to (english or french) 
18. limit 17 to yr="2005 -Current" 
19. Ethnic Groups/ 
20. ethnic*.ti. 
21. Indians, North American/ 
22. first nations.tw. 
23. native canadian?.tw. 
24. (aboriginal? and canada).tw. 
25. exp Hypertension, Pregnancy-Induced/ 
26. ethnic groups/ or african americans/ or asian americans/ 
27. ((African or Asian or Indo) adj2 Canadian).mp. 
28. or/19-27 
29. 18 and 28 
30. *Hypertension/ep, mo [Epidemiology, Mortality] 
31. 28 and 30 
32. 29 or 31 
33. animals/ not humans/ 
34. 32 not 33 
35. limit 34 to (english or french) 
36. limit 35 to yr="2005 -Current" 
 
OVID-Embase 
May 13 2011  
1. mass screening/ 
2. screen*.mp. 
3. diagnos*.ti. 
4. or/1-3 
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5. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
6. exp *hypertension/ 
7. hypertens*.ti. 
8. high blood pressure.mp. 
9. 6 or 7 or 8 
10. 4 and 9 
11. 5 or 10 
12. *blood pressure measurement/ 
13. 11 or 12 
14. *maternal hypertension/ 
15. exp *negro/ 
16. ((African or Asian or Indo) adj2 Canadian).mp. 
17. exp *asian/ 
18. first nations.tw. 
19. *american indian/ 
20. (aboriginal? and canada).tw. 
21. native canadians.tw. 
22. (immigran* or new canadians).tw. 
23. (immigran* or new canadians).tw. 
24. (minority group or minority population).tw. 
25. or/14-24 
26. exp *hypertension/dm, ep [Disease Management, Epidemiology] 
27. 25 and 26 
28. 13 and 25 
29. 27 or 28 
30. animal/ or animal experiment/ 
31. human/ 
32. 30 not 31 
33. 29 not 32 
34. limit 33 to (english or french) 
35. limit 34 to yr="2005 -Current" 
 
Context Question 2 
OVID-Medline 
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
12. *blood pressure determination/ or *blood pressure monitoring, ambulatory/ 
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13. or/10-12 
14. 10 or 13 
15. animals/ not humans/ 
16. 14 not 15 
17. limit 16 to (english or french) 
18. limit 17 to yr="2005 -Current" 
19. exp Canada/ 
20. 18 and 19 
21. Ethnic Groups/ 
22. ethnic*.ti. 
23. Rural Health/ 
24. Rural Population/ 
25. rural health services/ 
26. (rural or remote).ti. 
27. (geographic and disparity).ti. 
28. Indians, North American/ 
29. first nations.tw. 
30. native canadian?.tw. 
31. (aboriginal? and canada).tw. 
32. or/21-31 
33. 18 and 32 
34. 20 or 33 
35. exp africa/ or exp central america/ or exp latin america/ or exp south america/ or exp asia/ 
36. 34 not 35 
 
OVID-Embase 
1. first nations.tw. 
2. (aboriginal? and canada).tw. 
3. native canadians.tw. 
4. (immigran* or new canadians).tw. 
5. ((African or Asian or Indo or Columbian or Spanish or Chinese) adj2 Canadian).mp. 
6. rural health care/ 
7. rural population/ 
8. (rural adj (population? or area? or region?)).tw. 
9. exp Canada/ 
10. or/1-9 
11. mass screening/ 
12. screen*.mp. 
13. diagnos*.ti. 
14. or/11-13 
15. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
16. exp *hypertension/ 
17. hypertens*.ti. 
18. high blood pressure.mp. 
19. 16 or 17 or 18 
20. 14 and 19 
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21. 15 or 20 
22. *blood pressure measurement/ 
23. 21 or 22 
24. 10 and 23 
25. animal/ or animal experiment/ 
26. human/ 
27. 25 not 26 
28. 24 not 27 
29. limit 28 to (english or french) 
30. limit 29 to yr="2005 -Current" 
31. exp africa/ or exp asia/ 
32. exp "South and Central America"/ 
33. 31 or 32 
34. 30 not 33 
 
Context Question 3 
OVID-Medline and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 
May 12 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj2 (screen* or diagnos* or determin*)).tw. 
12. exp Blood Pressure Determination/ 
13. or/10-12 
14. animals/ not humans/ 
15. 13 not 14 
16. exp *"Costs and Cost Analysis"/ 
17. (cost or econom*).ti. 
18. 16 or 17 
19. 15 and 18 
20. limit 19 to (english or french) 
21. limit 20 to yr="2005 -Current" 
 
OVID-Embase 
May 12 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
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5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj2 (screen* or diagnos* or determin*)).tw. 
12. exp Blood Pressure Determination/ 
13. or/10-12 
14. limit 13 to yr="2005 -Current" 
15. mass screening/ 
16. screen*.mp. 
17. diagnos*.ti. 
18. or/15-17 
19. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
20. exp *hypertension/ 
21. hypertens*.ti. 
22. high blood pressure.mp. 
23. 20 or 21 or 22 
24. 18 and 23 
25. 19 or 24 
26. *blood pressure measurement/ 
27. 25 or 26 
28. exp *health economics/ 
29. (cost or econom*).ti. 
30. or/28-29 
31. 27 and 30 
32. animal/ or animal experiment/ 
33. human/ 
34. 32 not 33 
35. 31 not 34 
36. limit 35 to (english or french) 
37. limit 36 to yr="2005 -Current" 
 
Context Question 4 
OVID-Medline and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 
May 10 2011  
1. exp Hypertension/ 
2. hypertens*.ti. 
3. hypertension.tw. 
4. high blood pressure.mp. 
5. or/1-4 
6. mass screening/ 
7. screen*.mp. 
8. diagnos*.ti. 
9. or/6-8 
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10. 5 and 9 
11. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj2 (screen* or diagnos* or determin*)).tw. 
12. 10 or 11 
13. animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 
14. 12 not 13 
15. limit 14 to (english or french) 
16. limit 15 to yr="2005 -Current" 
17. *"patient acceptance of health care"/ or *patient compliance/ or *patient participation/ or 
patient satisfaction/ or patient preference/ or *treatment refusal/ 
18. (women? adj3 (acceptance or preference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
19. (consumer? adj3 (acceptance or preference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
20. (patient? adj3 (acceptance or perference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
21. willingness to pay.tw. 
22. ((conjoint or contingent) adj3 (valuation or analysis)).tw. 
23. or/17-22 
24. 16 and 23 
25. exp Blood Pressure Determination/ 
26. 23 and 25 
27. animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 
28. 26 not 27 
29. limit 28 to (english or french) 
30. limit 29 to yr="2005 -Current" 
31. 24 or 30 
 
OVID-Embase 
May 10 2011  
1. mass screening/ 
2. screen*.mp. 
3. diagnos*.ti. 
4. or/1-3 
5. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
6. exp *hypertension/ 
7. hypertens*.ti. 
8. high blood pressure.mp. 
9. 6 or 7 or 8 
10. 4 and 9 
11. 5 or 10 
12. *blood pressure measurement/ 
13. 11 or 12 
14. exp patient attitude/ 
15. (women? adj3 (acceptance or preference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
16. (consumer? adj3 (acceptance or preference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
17. (patient? adj3 (acceptance or preference? or satisfaction or experience?)).tw. 
18. willingness to pay.tw. 
19. ((conjoint or contingent) adj3 (valuation or analysis)).tw. 
20. or/14-19 
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21. 13 and 20 
22. animal/ or animal experiment/ 
23. human/ 
24. 22 not 23 
25. 21 not 24 
26. limit 25 to (english or french) 
27. limit 26 to yr="2006 -Current" 
28. preference.tw. 
29. 13 and 28 
30. 29 not 24 
31. limit 30 to (english or french) 
32. limit 31 to yr="2005 -Current" 
33. 27 or 32 
 
 
 
Context Question 6 
OVID-Medline 
May 31 2011  
1. Pharmacists/ 
2. Pharmacies/ 
3. Health Fairs/ 
4. Workplace/ 
5. community health services/ or community health nursing/ or community pharmacy services/ 
6. or/1-4 
7. or/1-5 
8. (pharmacy or pharmacist? or workplace or health fair?).tw. 
9. 7 or 8 
10. 6 or 8 
11. exp Hypertension/ 
12. hypertens*.ti. 
13. hypertension.tw. 
14. high blood pressure.mp. 
15. or/11-14 
16. mass screening/ 
17. screen*.mp. 
18. diagnos*.ti. 
19. or/16-18 
20. 15 and 19 
21. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
22. 20 or 21 
23. animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 
24. 22 not 23 
25. limit 24 to (english or french) 
26. limit 25 to yr="1996 -Current" 
27. *blood pressure determination/ 
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28. limit 27 to (english or french) 
29. limit 28 to yr="1996 -Current" 
30. 29 not 26 
31. limit 30 to (case reports or comment or congresses or editorial or letter or news or newspaper 
article or video-audio media or webcasts) 
32. 30 not 31 
33. 26 or 29 
34. 9 and 33 
 
OVID-Embase 
May 31 2011  
1. Pharmacists/ 
2. Pharmacies/ 
3. Health Fairs/ 
4. Workplace/ 
5. community health services/ or community health nursing/ or community pharmacy services/ 
6. or/1-4 
7. or/1-5 
8. (pharmacy or pharmacist? or workplace or health fair?).tw. 
9. 7 or 8 
10. 6 or 8 
11. pharmacist/ 
12. pharmacy/ 
13. workplace/ 
14. community care/ or community program/ 
15. or/11-14 
16. exp Hypertension/ 
17. hypertens*.ti. 
18. hypertension.tw. 
19. high blood pressure.mp. 
20. or/16-19 
21. mass screening/ 
22. screen*.mp. 
23. diagnos*.ti. 
24. or/21-23 
25. 20 and 24 
26. ((blood pressure or hypertension) adj3 (screen* or diagnos*)).tw. 
27. 25 or 26 
28. animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 
29. 27 not 28 
30. limit 29 to (english or french) 
31. limit 30 to yr="1996 -Current" 
32. *blood pressure determination/ 
33. limit 32 to (english or french) 
34. limit 33 to yr="1996 -Current" 
35. 34 not 31 
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36. exp *blood pressure measurement/ 
37. limit 36 to (english or french) 
38. limit 37 to yr="1996 -Current" 
39. (pediatric* or paediatric* or child* or adolescent?).jn. 
40. 38 not 39 
41. limit 40 to (book or book series or conference abstract or conference paper or editorial or 
letter or note or proceeding) 
42. 40 not 41 
43. animal/ 
44. animal experiment/ 
45. 43 or 44 
46. human/ 
47. 45 not 46 
48. 42 not 47 
49. limit 48 to "review" 
50. meta analysis/ 
51. systematic review/ 
52. (meta analy* or metaanaly* or met analy* or metanaly*).tw. 
53. (collaborative research or collaborative review* or collaborative overview*).tw. 
54. (integrative research or integrative review* or intergrative overview*).tw. 
55. (quantitative adj3 (research or review* or overview*)).tw. 
56. (research integration or research overview*).tw. 
57. (systematic* adj3 (review* or overview*)).tw. 
58. (methodologic* adj3 (review* or overview*)).tw. 
59. biomedical technology assessment/ 
60. (hta or thas or technology assessment*).tw. 
61. ((hand adj2 search*) or (manual* adj search*)).tw. 
62. ((electronic adj database*) or (bibliographic* adj database*)).tw. 
63. ((data adj2 abstract*) or (data adj2 extract*)).tw. 
64. (data adj3 (pooled or pool or pooling)).tw. 
65. (analys* adj3 (pool or pooled or pooling)).tw. 
66. mantel haenszel.tw. 
67. (cochrane or Pubmed or pub med or medline or embase or psycinfo or psyclit or psychinfo or 
psychlit or cinahl or science citation index).ab. 
68. or/50-67 
69. 48 and 68 
70. 49 not 69 
71. 48 not 70 
72. 31 or 34 or 48 
73. 15 or 72 
74. 15 and 72 
75. limit 74 to yr="2005 -Current" 
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Excluded Studies KQ1 Screen 
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KQ1: Excluded List 
 

Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring for diagnosing hypertension in patients with elevated office blood 
pressure.  Tecnologica MAP Supplement 1999;1-3.  PMID:10848161  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Cardiovascular disease prevention for women attending breast and cervical cancer screening programs: 
the WISEWOMAN projects. The WISEWOMAN Workgroup.  Prev Med 1999;28(5):496-502.  
PMID:10329340  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Agarwal R, Andersen MJ, Bishu K, et al.  Home blood pressure monitoring improves the diagnosis of 
hypertension in hemodialysis patients.  Kidney Int 2006;69(5):900-6.  PMID:16518349  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Ahluwalia IB, Tessaro I, Rye S, et al.  Self-reported and clinical measurement of three chronic disease 
risks among low-income women in West Virginia.  J Womens Health 2009;18(11):1857-62.  
PMID:19951222  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Aihara A, Imai Y, Sekino M, et al.  Discrepancy between screening blood pressure and ambulatory blood 
pressure: a community-based study in Ohasama.  Hypertens Res Clin Exp 1998;21(2):127-36.  
PMID:9661809  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Allander E, Bring J, Gudmundsson L, et al.  What is the long term value of multiphasic health screening 
and the initial judgement of benefit?  Scand J Soc Med 1997;Supplementum.(51):1-20.  PMID:9241695  
OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Alonso A, Beunza JJ, Delgado R, et al.  Validation of self reported diagnosis of hypertension in a cohort 
of university graduates in Spain.  BMC Publ Health 2005;5:94  PMID:16156889  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Andersen MJ, Khawandi W, Agarwal R. Home blood pressure monitoring in CKD.  Am J Kidney Dis 
2005;45(6):994-1001.  PMID:15957127  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Antikainen RL, Jousilahti P, Tuomilehto J. Trends in the prevalence of isolated systolic hypertension in 
the middle-aged population in 1972-1992.  J Hum Hypertens 1999;13(7):485-91.  PMID:10449214  OVID-
Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Artinian NT, Flack JM, Nordstrom CK, et al.  Effects of nurse-managed telemonitoring on blood pressure 
at 12-month follow-up among urban African Americans.  Nurs Res 2007;56(5):312-22.  PMID:17846552  
OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Asayama K, Sato A, Ohkubo T, et al.  The association between masked hypertension and waist 
circumference as an obesity-related anthropometric index for metabolic syndrome: the Ohasama study.  
Hypertens Res Clin Exp 2009;32(6):438-43.  PMID:19390540  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 
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Assmann G, Schulte H, Cullen P. New and classical risk factors--the Munster heart study (PROCAM).  
Eur J Med Res 1997;2(6):237-42.  PMID:9182651  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Backer HD, Decker L, Ackerson L. Reproducibility of increased blood pressure during an emergency 
department or urgent care visit.  Ann Emerg Med 2003;41(4):507-12.  PMID:12658251  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Bakx JC, van den Hoogen HJ, van den Bosch WJ, et al.  Development of blood pressure and the 
incidence of hypertension in men and women over an 18-year period: results of the Nijmegen Cohort 
Study.  J Clin Epidemiol 1999;52(6):531-8.  PMID:10408992  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Barger SD, Muldoon MF. Hypertension labelling was associated with poorer self-rated health in the Third 
US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.  J Hum Hypertens 2006;20(2):117-23.  
PMID:16267563  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Barry D, Hogan MJ. A comparison of responses to a health and lifestyle questionnaire completed before 
and then after blood pressure screening.  J Expo Anal Environ Epidemiol 2002;12(4):244-51.  
PMID:12087430  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Bartys S, Baker D, Lewis P, et al.  Inequity in recording of risk in a local population-based screening 
programme for cardiovascular disease.  Eur J Cardiovasc Prev Rehabil 2005;12(1):63-7.  
PMID:15703508  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Beckett L, Godwin M. The BpTRU automatic blood pressure monitor compared to 24 hour ambulatory 
blood pressure monitoring in the assessment of blood pressure in patients with hypertension.  BMC 
Cardiovasc Disord 2005;5(1):18  PMID:15985180  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Ben-Dov IZ, Ben-Arie L, Mekler J, et al.  Normal ambulatory blood pressure: a clinical-practice-based 
analysis of recent American Heart Association recommendations.  Am J Med 2006;119(1):69-8.  
PMID:16431188  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Benediktsson R, Padfield PL. Maximizing the benefit of treatment in mild hypertension:three simple steps 
to improve diagnostic accuracy.  QJM Int J Med 2004;97(1):15-20.  PMID:14702507  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Benjamin AL. Community screening for high blood pressure among adults in urban and rural Papua New 
Guinea.  Papua New G Med J 2006;49(3-4):137-46.  PMID:18389971  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Bergel E, Carroli G, Althabe F. Ambulatory versus conventional methods for monitoring blood pressure 
during pregnancy.  Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2002;(2):CD001231  PMID:12076403  
OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Primary Research 

Berglund G, Eriksson KF, Israelsson B, et al.  Cardiovascular risk groups and mortality in an urban 
swedish male population: the Malme Preventive Project.  J Intern Med 1996;239(6):489-97.  
PMID:8656142  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 
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Berglund G, Nilsson P, Eriksson KF, et al.  Long-term outcome of the Malmo; preventive project: mortality 
and cardiovascular morbidity.  J Intern Med 2000;247(1):19-29.  PMID:10672127  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Bonevs.ki B, Sanson-Fisher RW, Campbell E, et al.  Randomized controlled trial of a computer strategy to 
increase general practitioner preventive care.  Prev Med 1999;29(6:Pt 1):478-86.  PMID:10600428  
OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: 1 Year Follow up 

Bovet P, Gervasoni JP, Ross AG, et al.  Assessing the prevalence of hypertension in populations: are we 
doing it right?  J Hypertens 2003;21(3):509-17.  PMID:12640244  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Bovet P, Gervasoni JP, Mkamba M, et al.  Low utilization of health care services following screening for 
hypertension in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania): a prospective population-based study.  BMC Publ Health 
2008;8:407  PMID:19087300  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: No Comparator 

Brand HS, Veerman EC. Hypertension screening.  Br Dent J 2010;208(3):95  PMID:20147906  OVID-
Medline. 
Exclude: Not Primary Research 

Brueren M, Petri H, Schouten H, et al.  Are four duplicate remeasurements sufficient for diagnosing mild 
hypertension?  J Hum Hypertens 1996;10(6):349-52.  PMID:8872796  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 

Brueren MM, Petri H, van WC, et al.  How many measurements are necessary in diagnosing mild to 
moderate hypertension?  Fam Pract 1997;14(2):130-5.  PMID:9137951  OVID-Medline. 
Exclude: Not Screening 
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ent 
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odeling studies (cont’d) 
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ow
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 risk equations to m
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U
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w
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M
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Evidence Set 1 
 K

Q
1: D

oes screening for hypertension in prim
ary care practice reduce the risk of cardiovascular m

orbidity 
(w

hich includes stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral arterial disease, and retinal disease), 
cardiovascular m

ortality, and all-cause m
ortality? D

oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? 
 

• 
Table 6: G

R
A

D
E Evidence Profile Table-K

Q
1 D

oes screening for hypertension in prim
ary care practice reduce the risk of 

cardiovascular m
orbidity (w

hich includes stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral vascular disease, and retinal 
disease), cardiovascular m

ortality, and all-cause m
ortality? D

oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? 
(A

ssessed w
ith Individual H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

 
• 

Table 7: G
R

A
D

E Sum
m

ary of Findings Table-K
Q

1(A
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ith Individual H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates) 
 

• 
Table 8: G

R
A

D
E Evidence Profile Table-K

Q
1 D

oes screening for hypertension in prim
ary care practice reduce the risk of 

cardiovascular m
orbidity (w

hich includes stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral vascular disease, and retinal 
disease)? D

oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? (A
ssessed w

ith C
um

ulative H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates) 
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Table 9: G

R
A

D
E Sum

m
ary of Findings Table-K

Q
1 (A

ssessed w
ith C
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ulative H

ospital A
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ission R
ates) 

 

 



 

Table 6. G
R

A
D

E Evidence Profile Table-K
Q

1a- D
oes screening for hypertension in prim

ary care practice reduce the risk of 
cardiovascular m

orbidity, cardiovascular m
ortality, and all-cause m

ortality? D
oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? 

(A
ssessed w

ith H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates). Studies included:  K
aczorow

ski et al (2011) 35 

Q
uality assessm

ent 
N

o of patients 
Effect 

Q
uality 

Im
portance 

N
o of 

studies 
D

esign 
R

isk of 
bias 

Inconsistency Indirectness Im
precision 

O
ther 

considerations 
Screening 

N
o 

Screening 
R

elative 
(95%

 C
I) 

A
bsolute 

C
om

posite (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: Individual H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
1 

random
ised 

trials 
no serious 
risk of 
bias

2 

no serious 
inconsistency

3 
serious

4 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

5 
1639/69942  

(2.3%
) 6 

1829/75499  
(2.4%

) 6 
R

R
 0.9512 

(0.8969 to 
1.0088) 7 

1182 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 

2498 few
er to 213 

m
ore) 

Å
Å

Å
O

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 C
R

ITIC
A

L 

A
cute M

yocardial Infarction (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: Individual H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
1 

random
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trials 
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risk of 
bias

2 
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inconsistency

3 
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4 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

5,8 
571/69942  
(0.82%

) 6 
705/75499  
(0.93%

) 6 
R

R
 0.8869 

(0.7885 to 
0.9976) 7 

1056 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 22 
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er to 1975 
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er) 

Å
Å

Å
O

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
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 C
R
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A

L 

C
ongestive H

eart Failure (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: Individual H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
1 
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ised 

trials 
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risk of 
bias

2 
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inconsistency

3 
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4 
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im

precision 
none

5 
619/69942  
(0.89%

) 6 
703/75499  
(0.93%

) 6 
R

R
 0.9704 

(0.8628 to 
1.0915) 7 

276 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
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er to 852 

m
ore) 

Å
Å

Å
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M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 C
R

ITIC
A

L 

Stroke (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: Individual H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
1 

random
ised 

trials 
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risk of 
bias

2 

no serious 
inconsistency

3 
serious

4 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

5 
506/69942  
(0.72%

) 6 
495/75499  
(0.66%

) 6 
R

R
 1.0101 

(0.8806 to 
1.1586) 7 

66 m
ore per 

1,000,000 (from
 

783 few
er to 1040 

m
ore) 

Å
Å

Å
O

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
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 C
R

ITIC
A

L 

A
ll C

ause M
ortality (follow

-up m
ean 1 years; assessed w

ith: Individual H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates) 
1

1 
random

ised 
trials 
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risk of 
bias

2 
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inconsistency
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4 
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im

precision 
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5 
2377/69942  

(3.4%
) 6 
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(3.5%

) 6 
R

R
 0.9802 

(0.9242 to 
1.0396) 7 
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er per 
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er to 1368 

m
ore) 

Å
Å

Å
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D

E
R
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 C
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1 K
aczorow

ski, 2011. 
2 There are no concerns regarding lack of blinding as blinding is part of the intervention and therefore there is no risk of bias. 
3 Single study, therefore inconsistency not applicable. 
4 In addition to hypertension screening, the intervention included com

prehensive cardiovascular risk assessm
ent and education sessions.  The efficacy of 

hypertension screening in isolation w
as not directly assessed.  O

nly persons 65 years of age and older w
ere included in this study. 

 5 Insufficient num
ber of studies to assess publication bias. 

6 C
alculation based on data presented in Table 3 of study (individual hospital adm

ission rates). 
7 This outcom

e represents the effect of C
H

A
P to C

ontrol. O
utcom

e m
easures reported have been adjusted for hospital adm

ission rates in the year before the 
intervention. 

8 Statistically significant reduction in favour of the intervention com
m

unities in hospital adm
issions. 
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D

E Sum
m
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ontrol (N
o Screening) for H
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H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 
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Q
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Intervention: S

creening 
C

om
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O
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parative risks* (95%
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R

elative effect 
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 C
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N
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Q
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R
A

D
E) 

C
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ssum
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C
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N
o Screening 
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C

om
posite  

Individual H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates 
Follow

-up: m
ean 1 years 

24225 per 1000000
1 

23043 per 1000000 
(21728 to 24439) 1 

R
R

 0.9512  
(0.8969 to 1.0088) 2 

145441 
(1 study

3) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
4,5,6,7 

 

A
cute M

yocardial Infarction 
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ospital A
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ission R
ates 

Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 
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1 
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R
R
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(0.7885 to 0.9976) 2 
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(1 study
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⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m
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C
ongestive H

eart Failure 
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ospital A
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Follow
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ean 1 years 
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(8034 to 10163) 1 
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R

 0.9704  
(0.8628 to 1.0915) 2 
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(1 study

3) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝
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Stroke 
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ospital A
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ission R
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Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 
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1 
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(5774 to 7596) 1 

R
R
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(0.8806 to 1.1586) 2 
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(1 study

3) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
4,5,6,7 

 

A
ll C

ause M
ortality 

Individual H
ospital A

dm
ission R

ates 
Follow

-up: m
ean 1 years 

34544 per 1000000
1 

33860 per 1000000 
(31925 to 35911) 1 

R
R

 0.9802  
(0.9242 to 1.0396) 2 

145441 
(1 study

3) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
4,5,6,7 

 

*The basis for the assum
ed risk (e.g. the m

edian control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95%
 confidence interval) is based on the 

assum
ed risk in the com

parison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95%
 C

I). 
 C

I: C
onfidence interval; R

R
: R

isk ratio;  
G

R
A

D
E

 W
orking G

roup grades of evidence 
H

igh quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estim
ate of effect.  

M
oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an im

portant im
pact on our confidence in the estim

ate of effect and m
ay change the estim

ate. 
Low

 quality: Further research is very likely to have an im
portant im

pact on our confidence in the estim
ate of effect and is likely to change the estim

ate. 
Very low

 quality: W
e are very uncertain about the estim

ate. 
1 C

alculation based on data presented in Table 3 of study (individual hospital adm
ission rates). 

2 This outcom
e represents the effect of C

H
A

P
 to C

ontrol. O
utcom

e m
easures reported have been adjusted for hospital adm

ission rates in the year before the intervention. 
3 K

aczorow
ski, 2011. 

4 There are no concerns regarding lack of blinding as blinding is part of the intervention and therefore there is no risk of bias. 
5 S

ingle study, therefore inconsistency not applicable. 
6 In addition to hypertension screening, the intervention included com

prehensive cardiovascular risk assessm
ent and education sessions.  The efficacy of hypertension screening in 

isolation w
as not directly assessed.  O

nly persons 65 years of age and older w
ere included in this study. 

7 Insufficient num
ber of studies to assess publication bias. 

8 S
tatistically significant reduction in favour of the intervention com

m
unities in hospital adm

issions. 

 



 

Table 8. G
R

A
D

E Evidence Profile Table-K
Q

1 D
oes screening for hypertension in prim

ary care practice reduce the risk of cardiovascular 
m

orbidity? D
oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood pressure? (A

ssessed w
ith C

um
ulative A

dm
ission R

ates) Studies included:  
K

aczorow
ski et al (2011) 35 

Q
uality assessm

ent 
N

o of patients 
Effect 

Q
uality 

Im
portance 

N
o of 

studies 
D

esign 
R

isk of 
bias 

Inconsistency 
Indirectness 

Im
precision 

O
ther 

considerations 
K

Q
1 

Screening 

C
ontrol (N

o 
Screening) 

Table 2 

R
elative 

(95%
 C

I) 
A

bsolute 

C
om

posite (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1 
random

ised 
trials 

no 
serious 
risk of 
bias

1 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
serious

3 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

4 
1951/69942  

(2.8%
) 5 

2275/75499  
(3%

) 5 
R

R
 0.91 

(0.86 to 
0.97) 6 

2712 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 

904 few
er to 

4219 few
er) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
Ο

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 
C

R
ITIC

A
L 

A
cute M

I (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
7 

random
ised 

trials 
no 
serious 
risk of 
bias

1 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
serious

3 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

4 
667/69942  
(0.95%

) 5 
816/75499  

(1.1%
) 5 

R
R

 0.87 
(0.79 to 
0.97) 6 

1405 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 

324 few
er to 

2270 few
er) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
Ο

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 
C

R
ITIC

A
L 

C
H

F (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1
7 

random
ised 

trials 
no 
serious 
risk of 
bias

1 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
serious

3 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

4 
735/69942  

(1.1%
) 5 

923/75499  
(1.2%

) 5 
R

R
 0.90 

(0.81 to 
0.99) 6 

1223 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 

122 few
er to 

2323 few
er) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
Ο

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 
C

R
ITIC

A
L 

Stroke (follow
-up m

ean 1 years; assessed w
ith: C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates) 

1 
random

ised 
trials 

no 
serious 
risk of 
bias

1 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
serious

3 
no serious 
im

precision 
none

4 
550/69942  
(0.79%

) 5 
536/75499  
(0.71%

) 5 
R

R
 0.99 

(0.88 to 
1.12) 6 

71 few
er per 

1,000,000 (from
 

852 few
er to 852 

m
ore) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
Ο

 
M

O
D

E
R

A
TE

 
C

R
ITIC

A
L 

1 There are no concerns regarding lack of blinding as blinding is part of the intervention and therefore there is no risk of bias.  
2 S

ingle study, therefore inconsistency not applicable.  
3 In addition to hypertension screening, the intervention included com

prehensive cardiovascular risk assessm
ent and education sessions.  The efficacy of hypertension screening in 

isolation w
as not directly assessed.  O

nly persons 65 years of age and older w
ere included in this study. 

4 Insufficient num
ber of studies to assess publication bias.  

5 C
alculation based on data presented in Table 2 of study (cum

ulative hospital adm
ission rates). 

6 This outcom
e represents the effect of C

H
A

P
 to C

ontrol. O
utcom

e m
easures reported have been adjusted for hospital adm

ission rates in the year before the intervention.  
7 K

aczorow
ski, 2011 



 

Table 9. G
R

A
D

E Sum
m

ary of Findings Table-K
Q

1a: Screening com
pared to C

ontrol (N
o Screening) for H

ypertension – A
ssessed w

ith 
C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates  

K
Q

1 Screening com
pared to C

ontrol (N
o Screening) Table 2 for C

ontrol – A
ssessed w

ith C
um

ulative A
dm

ission R
ates 

Patient or population: patients w
ith C

ontrol 
Settings:  
Intervention: K

Q
1 S

creening 
C

om
parison: C

ontrol (N
o S

creening) Table 2 

O
utcom

es 
Illustrative com

parative risks* (95%
 C

I) 
R

elative effect 
(95%

 C
I) 

N
o of Participants 

(studies) 
Q

uality of the evidence 
(G

R
A

D
E) 

C
om

m
ents 

A
ssum

ed risk 
C

orresponding risk 

 
C

ontrol (N
o Screening) Table 2 K

Q
1 Screening 

 
 

 
 

C
om

posite 
C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates 

Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 

30133 per 1000000
1 

27421 per 1000000 
(25914 to 29229) 1 

R
R

 0.91  
(0.86 to 0.97) 2 

145441 
(1 study) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
3,4,5,6 

 

A
cute M

I 
C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates 

Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 

10808 per 1000000
1 

9403 per 1000000 
(8538 to 10484) 1 

R
R

 0.87  
(0.79 to 0.97) 2 

145441 
(1 study

7) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
3,4,5,6 

 

C
H

F 
C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates 

Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 

12225 per 1000000
1 

11003 per 1000000 
(9903 to 12103) 1 

R
R

 0.90  
(0.81 to 0.99) 2 

145441 
(1 study

7) 
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
3,4,5,6 

 

Stroke 
C

um
ulative H

ospital A
dm

ission R
ates 

Follow
-up: m

ean 1 years 

7099 per 1000000
1 

7028 per 1000000 
(6247 to 7951) 1 

R
R

 0.99  
(0.88 to 1.12) 2 

145441 
(1 study) 

⊕
⊕
⊕
⊝

 
m

oderate
3,4,5,6 

 

*The basis for the assum
ed risk (e.g. the m

edian control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95%
 confidence interval) is based on the 

assum
ed risk in the com

parison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95%
 C

I). 
C

I: C
onfidence interval; R

R
: R

isk ratio;  
G

R
A

D
E

 W
orking G

roup grades of evidence 
H

igh quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estim
ate of effect.  

M
oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an im

portant im
pact on our confidence in the estim

ate of effect and m
ay change the estim

ate. 
Low

 quality: Further research is very likely to have an im
portant im

pact on our confidence in the estim
ate of effect and is likely to change the estim

ate. 
Very low

 quality: W
e are very uncertain about the estim

ate. 
1 C

alculation based on data presented in Table 2 of study w
hich is based on cum

ulative adm
ission rates. 

2 This outcom
e represents the effect of C

H
A

P
 to C

ontrol. O
utcom

e m
easures reported have been adjusted for hospital adm

ission rates in the year before the intervention.  
3 There are no concerns regarding lack of blinding as blinding is part of the intervention and therefore there is no risk of bias.  
4 S

ingle study, therefore inconsistency not applicable.  
5 In addition to hypertension screening, the intervention included com

prehensive cardiovascular risk assessm
ent and education sessions. The efficacy of hypertension screening in 

isolation w
as not directly assessed. O

nly persons 65 years of age and older w
ere included in this study. 

6 Insufficient num
ber of studies to assess publication bias.  

7 K
aczorow

ski, 2011  

 



 

Evidence Set 2 
  T

able 10: K
Q

1: D
oes screening for hypertension in prim

ary care practice reduce the risk of cardiovascular 
m

orbidity (w
hich includes stroke, heart disease, renal disease, peripheral arterial disease, and retinal 

disease), cardiovascular m
ortality, and all-cause m

ortality? D
oes it lead to sustained reductions in blood 

pressure? M
odified G

R
A

D
E

 E
vidence Profile T

able-K
Q

1 (H
ow

ard et al 2010) 
 



 

Table 10. M
odified G

R
A

D
E Evidence Profile and Sum

m
ary of M

odeling Study Findings Table 
H

ow
ard et al (2010) 

 
Sum

m
ary of Findings 

Im
portance 

Q
uality A

ssessm
ent 

N
o of patients 

Effect 

Q
uality 

N
o. of 

Studies D
esign 

Lim
itations 

Inconsistency 
Indirectness 

Im
precision O

ther 
C

onsiderations 
Screening  Control R

elative 
(95%

 
C

I) 
A

bsolute 

1* 
m

odeling 
study 

M
inor 

 H
ypertension 

only one facet 
of screening but 
possible to 
tease out 
results solely for 
it. 
Lack of 
inform

ation on 
screening 
program

. 
C

om
plex study 

so data and 
m

ethods are 
difficult to 
reproduce. 

N
A

 
  C

annot assess 
consistency as there 
is only 1 study – 
although three 
studies covered in 
step 4 give 
consistent results 
favouring 
effectiveness and 
cost effectiveness. 

U
nclear 

 R
ecent 

A
ustralian study 

potentially 
relevant to 
C

anada – 
requires access 
to base m

odel. 

N
A

 
W

ell-designed 
study looking at a 
broader context.  
 U

nclear if m
odel 

of disease 
progression is 
detailed enough. 
 A

ppropriate 
sensitivity and 
scenario 
analyses.  
 

N
A

 
N

A
 

N
A

 
N

A
 

V
ery 

low
 

C
R

ITIC
A

L 

*G
iven no other studies eligible only H

ow
ard study taken forw

ard to step 5. 

 



 

Evidence Set Three 
  K

Q
3: E

xcluding harm
s directly related to treatm

ent of hypertension, w
hat are the harm

s associated w
ith 

screening to identify hypertension? 

• 
Table 11: G

R
A

D
E Evidence Profile Table-K

Q
3 (R

ostrup 1991 and 1990) 
• 

Table 12: G
R

A
D

E Sum
m

ary of Findings Table-K
Q

3 (1991 and 1990) 

 



 

Table 11. G
R

A
D

E Evidence Profile Table-K
Q

3 Excluding harm
s directly related to treatm

ent of hypertension, w
hat are the harm

s 
associated w

ith screening to identify hypertension?  
S

tudies included: R
ostrup et al (1991, 1990) 48,49 

Q
uality assessm

ent 
N

o of patients 
Effect 

Q
uality 

Im
portance to 

H
TN

 W
orking 

G
roup 

N
o of 

studies 
D

esign 
R

isk of 
bias 

Inconsistency Indirectness Im
precision 

O
ther 

considerations Screening C
ontrol R

elative 
(95%

 
C

I) 
A

bsolute 

K
Q

3 1991 - Systolic B
lood Pressure (m

easured w
ith: m

ercury sphygm
om

anom
eter; B

etter indicated by low
er values) 

1
1 

random
ised 

trials 
no 
serious 
risk of 
bias 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
very 
serious

3,4 
serious

5 
none

6 
18 

18 
- 

M
D

 0 higher 
(1.3066 low

er 
to 1.3066 
higher) 

⊕
Ο
Ο
Ο

 
V

E
R

Y
 

LO
W

 

N
O

T 
IM

P
O

R
TA

N
T 

K
Q

3 1991 - D
iastolic B

lood Pressure (m
easured w

ith: m
ercury sphygm

om
anom

eter; B
etter indicated by low

er values) 
1

1 
random

ised 
trials 

no 
serious 
risk of 
bias 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
very 
serious

3,4 
serious

5 
none

6 
18 

18 
- 

M
D

 2 low
er 

(3.96 to 0.04 
low

er) 

⊕
Ο
Ο
Ο

 
V

E
R

Y
 

LO
W

 

N
O

T 
IM

P
O

R
TA

N
T 

K
Q

3 1990 - Systolic B
lood Pressure (m

easured w
ith: A

utom
atic auscultatory device w

ith a hidden printer; B
etter indicated by low

er values) 
1

7 
random

ised 
trials 

no 
serious 
risk of 
bias 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
very 
serious

3,4 
serious

5 
none 

16 
13 

- 
M

D
 15.8000 
higher 

(13.1957 to 
18.4043 
higher) 

⊕
Ο
Ο
Ο

 
V

E
R

Y
 

LO
W

 

N
O

T 
IM

P
O

R
TA

N
T 

K
Q

3 1990 - D
iastolic B

lood Pressure (m
easured w

ith: A
utom

atic auscultatory device w
ith a hidden printer; B

etter indicated by low
er values) 

1
7 

random
ised 

trials 
no 
serious 
risk of 
bias 

no serious 
inconsistency

2 
very 
serious

3,4 
serious

5 
none

6 
16 

13 
- 

M
D

 9.5000 
higher (7.2427 

to 11.7673 
higher) 

⊕
Ο
Ο
Ο

 
V

E
R

Y
 

LO
W

 

N
O

T 
IM

P
O

R
TA

N
T 

1 R
ostrup, 1991. 

2 Single study, therefore inconsistency not applicable. 
3 H

om
ogenous population of 19 year old N

orw
egian m

ale m
ilitary recruits in this study is unrepresentative of the general hypertension screening population 

(Indirectness). 
4 The study design did not actually com

pare screening w
ith not screening, but rather sim

ulated the effect of not screening by not disclosing screening results to 
half of the participants. 

5 Total population size is less than 400 (a threshold rule-of-thum
b value) and there w

as no effect.  
6 Insufficient num

ber of studies to assess publication bias. 
7 R

ostrup, 1990. 



 

Table 12. G
R

A
D

E Sum
m

ary of Findings Table- K
Q

3 
Patient or population: patients w

ith H
ypertension (K

Q
3) 

Settings:  
Intervention: S

creening 

O
utcom

es 
Illustrative com

parative risks* (95%
 C

I) 
R

elative 
effect 
(95%

 C
I) 

N
o of 

Participants 
(studies) 

Q
uality of the 

evidence 
(G

R
A

D
E) 

C
om

m
ents 

A
ssum

ed risk C
orresponding risk 

 
C

ontrol 
Screening 

 
 

 
 

K
Q

3 1991 - Systolic B
lood Pressure 

m
ercury sphygm

om
anom

eter 
 

The m
ean kq3 1991 - systolic blood pressure in the 

intervention groups w
as 

0 higher 
(1.3066 low

er to 1.3066 higher) 

 
36 
(1 study

1) 
⊕
⊝
⊝
⊝

 
very low

2,3,4,5,6 
 

K
Q

3 1991 - D
iastolic B

lood Pressure 
m

ercury sphygm
om

anom
eter 

 
The m

ean kq3 1991 - diastolic blood pressure in the 
intervention groups w

as 
2 low

er 
(3.96 to 0.04 low

er) 

 
36 
(1 study

1) 
⊕
⊝
⊝
⊝

 
very low

2,3,4,5,6 
 

K
Q

3 1990 - Systolic B
lood Pressure 

A
utom

atic auscultatory device w
ith a 

hidden printer 

 
The m

ean kq3 1990 - systolic blood pressure in the 
intervention groups w

as 
15.8000 higher 
(13.1957 to 18.4043 higher) 

 
29 
(1 study

7) 
⊕
⊝
⊝
⊝

 
very low

2,3,4,5 
 

K
Q

3 1990 - D
iastolic B

lood Pressure 
A

utom
atic auscultatory device w

ith a 
hidden printer 

 
The m

ean kq3 1990 - diastolic blood pressure in the 
intervention groups w

as 
9.5000 higher 
(7.2427 to 11.7673 higher) 

 
29 
(1 study

7) 
⊕
⊝
⊝
⊝

 
very low

2,3,4,5,6 
 

*The basis for the assum
ed risk (e.g. the m

edian control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95%
 confidence interval) is based on the 

assum
ed risk in the com

parison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95%
 C

I). 
 C

I: C
onfidence interval;  

G
R

A
D

E
 W

orking G
roup grades of evidence 

H
igh quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estim

ate of effect.  
M

oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an im
portant im

pact on our confidence in the estim
ate of effect and m

ay change the estim
ate. 

Low
 quality: Further research is very likely to have an im

portant im
pact on our confidence in the estim

ate of effect and is likely to change the estim
ate. 

Very low
 quality: W

e are very uncertain about the estim
ate. 

1 R
ostrup, 1991. 

2 S
ingle study, therefore inconsistency not applicable. 

3 H
om

ogenous population of 19 year old N
orw

egian m
ale m

ilitary recruits in this study is unrepresentative of the general hypertension screening population (Indirectness). 
4 The study design did not actually com

pare screening w
ith not screening, but rather sim

ulated the effect of not screening by not disclosing screening results to half of the participants. 
5 Total population size is less than 400 (a threshold rule-of-thum

b value) and there w
as no effect.  

6 Insufficient num
ber of studies to assess publication bias. 

7 R
ostrup, 1990. 


